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1 Introduction

Strong extra-tropical cyclones, which are synoptic-scale low pressure systems, in the North-

Atlantic European region are a major cause for economic losses in Europe. Strong winds as-

sociated to the cyclones, can damage buildings severely, especially by untiling their roofs (Swiss

Re, 2000). This allows damage to the interior by heavy rainfall accompanying the cyclones, which

adds further to the economic losses. Hawcroft et al. (2012) showed that extra-tropical cyclones are

the main contributor to the total precipitation, with severe ones being responsible for over 20% of

the total yielded amount and are therefore often accompanied by flooding (e.g. Fink et al., 2009;

Pfahl and Wernli, 2012).

Cumulative losses for the insurance industry over small time periods are however the largest when

multiple cyclones occur in quick succession in the same area - a so-called serial cyclone clustering

(SCC) (Vitolo et al., 2009). Previous studies found that such events appear not completely by

chance but instead are connected to dynamical processes (e.g. rossby wave breaking, secondary

cyclogenesis) and large-scale conditions (Mailier et al., 2006; Pinto et al., 2014; Priestley et al.,

2017, 2020). On sub-seasonal time scales from multiple days to a few weeks, quasi-stationary and

persistent patterns of the large-scale conditions, so-called weather regimes (WRs) (Vautard, 1990;

Michelangeli et al., 1995), are especially important for cyclone occurrence and their paths and

thus also influence the occurrence of serial cyclone clustering (Mailier et al., 2006; Vitolo et al.,

2009; Dacre and Pinto, 2020). A study from Grams et al. (2017) for the North-Atlantic European

region, using a more recent definition of seven year-round weather regime types, has shown an

important shift of the cyclonic activity depending on the weather regime type, however a thorough

analysis of the linkage between serial cyclone clustering and different weather regime types is still

missing.

Additionally, it was shown that the strength of the winter stratospheric polar vortex (SPV) mod-

ulates the probability density function of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index (Baldwin

and Dunkerton, 2001). Similarly, Domeisen et al. (2020) found a change in frequency of some of

the seven year-round weather regimes in cases of sudden stratospheric warmings (SSW), which

represent a severely weakened stratospheric polar vortex.

Therefore, we examine the interaction between serial cyclone clustering at three different latitudes

(45°N, 55°N, 65°N) and the prevailing weather regimes types. We also aim to understand if serial

cyclone clustering in some of those latitudes is dependant on an especially weak or strong strato-

spheric polar vortex and discern the role of the weather regimes. This is achieved by addressing

following research questions:

1. Do specific weather regimes modulate the cyclone occurrence in the North-Atlantic Euro-

pean region in a similar matter as serial cyclone clustering?
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1 Introduction

2. What are the predominant weather regimes during serial cyclone clustering and is there a

lead-lag interaction between the occurrence?

3. When does serial cyclone clustering occur in respect to the stage of a regime life cycle and

do regime transitions play a vital role for the occurrence of serial cyclone clustering

4. In what manner does the stratospheric polar vortex influence serial cyclone clustering and

what is the role of the weather regimes?

The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides background information on

the general circulation in the North-Atlantic European region and covers some results of previous

studies regarding serial cyclone clustering and weather regimes. Afterwards, in chapter 3, the

data and methods used for this study are described. Chapter 4 encompasses all results regarding

the linkage between weather regimes and serial cyclone clustering and the stratospheric influence.

Lastly, in chapter 5 the results are summarized and possibilities for further research are given.
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2 Background information

This chapter provides some background information about the general circulation, especially in

the mid-latitudes. It also covers previous findings of serial cyclone clustering and weather regimes

analysis.
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of the three-cell-model representing a simplified version of the general circulation for
one hemisphere assuming a uniform composition of the Earth’s surface.
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2 Background information

Figure 2.2: Sketch of the mean meridional circulation during the northern hemisphere winter (from Reiter
(1969)).

2.1 Atmospheric flow in the northern mid-latitudes

Earth is a highly complex system and its general atmospheric circulation is strongly influenced by

its characteristics. Especially many inequalities, e.g. sea-land distribution, sea surface tempera-

ture distribution or orography, make a comprehensive description very difficult (Kraus, 2004). In

a simplified model, however, assuming a uniform composition of the Earth’s surface, the general

circulation is driven by its own rotation and the large temperature gradient between the equatorial

and polar regions due to the difference in incoming solar energy (Kraus, 2004; Spiridonov and

Ćurić, 2021). In such a case, the general circulation can be described with the three-cell-model,

consisting of the Hadley, Ferrel and Polar-cell (cf. Fig. 2.1). Strong warming near the equator

in the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) leads to rising air and low surface pressure. The

rising air is forced to move polewards after reaching the tropical Tropopause, cools on its way to

the poles and descends at around 30°N causing a zone of high pressure in the subtropics. While

the air moves polewards in the upper atmosphere it converges since the circumference decreases.

Due to the conservation of angular momentum, the wind speed increases with latitude and forms

the subtropical jet (STJ) at about 200 hPa at approximately 30°N (Riehl, 1962; Seman, 2020).

The surface pressure difference induces northerly winds which are deflected westwards due to

the Coriolis force, resulting in the trade winds. In the polar region strong cooling occurs which

increases the density, inducing a sinking motion which leads to high surface pressure and a south-

ward motion. Due to the Coriolis force the wind is again deflected and the results are the polar

easterlies connected to the Polar-cell. The non-thermally driven Ferrel-cell in the mid-latitudes

connects the Hadley- and Polar-cell.

The transition between the Ferrel and Polar-cell is however more complex than depicted in Figure

2.1. Cold air from the polar regions is undercutting the warm air originating from the tropics (Fig.
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2.1 Atmospheric flow in the northern mid-latitudes

2.2) resulting in an area with a strong temperature gradient, the polar front (Spiridonov and Ćurić,

2021). Following the thermal wind relation, the strong latitudinal temperature gradient results in

a strong increase of wind speed with height forming the polar front jet (PFJ) above the polar front

(Reiter, 1969; Seman, 2020; Spiridonov and Ćurić, 2021) which is an important characteristic of

the mid-latitudes.

Following the geostrophic balance, the upper level westerlies would be only zonally oriented. In

fact, inequalities in e.g. the sea-land-distribution, the sea surface temperature or the orography add

a meridional component and therefore a displacement from the globally zonal state (Kraus, 2004).

The resulting latitudinal change is equivalent to an increase or decrease of the coriolis parameter

and consequently the planetary vorticity. Since the vertical component of the absolute vorticity is

conserved in an inviscid barotropic fluid in which the divergence of the horizontal velocity equals

zero, relative vorticity is generated to counteract the displacement bending the zonal flow and

eventually leading to the meandering of the jet (Reiter, 1969; Kraus, 2004; Spiridonov and Ćurić,

2021).

On the global scale these waves are known as planetary Rossby-waves. Since they move slowly to

the east, they tend to be stationary within the westerly background flow and therefore can be seen in

monthly or seasonal means of the upper level geopotential or wind fields (Reiter, 1969). During the

northern hemisphere winter, the planetary wave number is three and the flow is characterized by

three troughs with a weaker one over Europe and stronger ones over North America and East Asia

(Fig. 2.3). The importance of the sea-land distribution and orography for the waviness becomes

apparent when comparing the geopotential height fields of both hemispheres. In the southern

hemisphere winter the mean geopotential shows less waviness and a more zonally oriented flow

(cf. Fig. 2.3).

Peculiar to the mid-latitudes are however not only the large planetary Rossby waves but also

shorter and faster moving ones embedded into the large-scale flow, which develop into the well-

known extra-tropical cyclones/anticyclones forming the mid-latitude storm tracks. These transient

eddies are substantial for the heat transfer between the lower and higher latitudes and have its

origin in the strong baroclinity alongside the polar front (Kraus, 2004).

Another import role for the mid-latitude circulation, especially the location of the storm tracks, in

the winter season can be attributed to the Stratosphere (Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001). During

the winter season a westerly jet forms in the extra-tropical Stratosphere due to the strong radiative

cooling in the absence of sunlight, the so-called polar night jet or stratospheric polar vortex (SPV),

which naturally breaks down after the polar night. A strong SPV tends to shift the storm tracks

northwards while a weak SPV results in a more southward shift (Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001).

Due to the very stable conditions in the stratosphere, the troposphere mainly interacts with the

SPV through vertically propagating waves, which is enhanced during the winter season because

of the strong baroclinity in the troposphere (Furtado, 2005). Breaking of those waves at the level of

the SPV adds westwards acceleration and therefore can weaken the jet substantially. Continuous

wave breaking can lead to a complete breakdown of the SPV and an easterly flow which as a result

warms the stratosphere substantially, also known as a sudden stratospheric warming.
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Figure 2.3: Time mean of 500 hPa geopotential height for northern and southern hemisphere winter/summer
in gpm (from Kraus (2004)).

2.2 Serial cyclone clustering

In the scope of this study serial cyclone clustering describes an extreme event where multiple

severe extra-tropical cyclones cross a similar area in quick succession following previous studies

from e.g. Pinto et al. (2014) or Priestley et al. (2017). From a statistical viewpoint, clustering

in general is a means to build groups, however these are not confined to one definition. In fact,

cyclones can be clustered by various criteria, with the three basic ones being clustering by locality,

clustering by similarity and clustering by seriality (Dacre and Pinto, 2020).

Clustering by locality can be used to determine regions where many cyclones gather, independent

of their strength and the time in between them. An example of clustering by locality are the storm

tracks, since they describe paths of high cyclone occurrence independent of their strength and

without any temporal information (Dacre and Pinto, 2020).
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2.3 Weather regimes

On the other hand, clustering by similarity focuses the attention on the cyclone characteristics

instead. This is particularly helpful when comparing the socio-economic impacts of different

cyclones since these are heavily coupled to characteristics like precipitation or wind speed (Catto,

2016; Dacre and Pinto, 2020). Similarly, cyclones could also be clustered by their development

rate, to analyse for example only the behaviour of explosive cyclones (Catto, 2016).

Lastly, clustering by seriality concentrates on finding groups with high occurrence frequencies

within in a certain time period. However if no further constraints are made, cyclone strength or

other characteristics are disregarded. This clustering type is the basis for the definition we use, but

is further refined by incorporating some of the other clustering types. By limiting an analysis on

only severe cyclones, clustering by similarity is used while defining a specific area for an analysis

is an example for clustering by locality (Dacre and Pinto, 2020).

In addition to the different clustering approaches, seriality can be determined differently, by either

setting an absolute frequency threshold (Pinto et al., 2014; Priestley et al., 2017) or using rela-

tive frequency metrics (Mailier et al., 2006; Vitolo et al., 2009), which take the spatially varying

cyclone frequency climatologies into account.

Extensive research about serial cyclone clustering has already highlighted many connections be-

tween serial cyclone clustering and other atmospheric processes. Serial cyclone clustering at 55°N

in the United Kingdom tends to occur alongside a prolonged, stable and intensified jet extending

into Western Europe. Cyclonic/anticyclonic Rossby-wave breaking to the north/south of the jet

has been found to play an important role in upholding those conditions, by transferring easterly

movement into the jet (Pinto et al., 2014). This is also verified by Priestley et al. (2017), however

it was also shown that the behaviour clearly changes with SCC at different latitudes. Rossby-wave

breaking mainly occurs north of the jet in case of SCC at 45°N and south of the jet for SCC at

65°N. Furthermore, the SCC period length increases with enhanced Rossby-wave breaking activ-

ity and the jet exit strength. Pinto et al. (2014) and Priestley et al. (2020) have also shown that

cyclone families and secondary cyclones are important for the occurrence of SCC. Primary cy-

clones tend to create environmental conditions that favour the development of secondary cyclones

by increasing Rossby-wave breaking activity at the flanks of the jet. Less dynamically, but more

statistically oriented studies have shown that in general the likelihood for clustering depends on

its region and strength. Clustering is most likely to occur in the exit region of the storm tracks for

intense cyclones and less likely in the entrance region east of North America (Mailier et al., 2006;

Vitolo et al., 2009; Dacre and Pinto, 2020).

2.3 Weather regimes

Day to day weather is strongly dependent on the presence or absence of an extra-tropical cyclone

or anticyclone. However these weather systems act only on synoptic time-scales from a day to a

week and cover lengths of 1000 km to 6000 km (Kraus, 2004; Lackmann, 2011). Forecasting on

longer time scales but similar spatial resolution faces the challenge of atmosphere’s chaotic nature,

which can lead to rapidly developing initial errors in predictions (Vautard, 1990; Ferranti et al.,

2015). On larger spatial scales or longer time scales ranging from about five days to a few weeks,

statistical analysis revealed that a finite number of quasi-stationary patterns recur for prolonged

time periods, the so-called weather regimes, which can explain a large amount of the large-scale
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flow variability (Vautard, 1990; Michelangeli et al., 1995; Grams et al., 2017). Even though tran-

sient waves modulate the day to day weather, weather regimes have been found to be connected to

extreme events on sub-seasonal time scales, such as cold and heat waves or extreme precipitation

leading to flooding (Cassou et al., 2005; Cattiaux et al., 2010; Neiman et al., 2004; Matsueda,

2011). Therefore, as a means to increase sub-seasonal forecast skill, weather regimes can find

applications in many sectors such as agriculture, water management, disaster risk reduction and

public health (White et al., 2017). Especially the energy sector, with a growing investment into

renewable energies, benefits not only from more accurate sub-seasonal predictions, but also from

statistical analysis which show the uneven energy generation during different regime types (White

et al., 2017; Grams et al., 2017).

While the importance of weather regimes has been shown quite clearly throughout different stud-

ies (e.g. Cassou et al., 2005; Cattiaux et al., 2010; White et al., 2017; Grams et al., 2017), a precise

universal definition of weather regimes is missing. Since weather regimes take a statistical ap-

proach, the number of patterns as well as their location can vary depending on the analysis method

(Michelangeli et al., 1995). In their study of the probability density distribution of planetary waves,

Hansen and Sutera (1986) found two regime types. On the other hand, using a clustering approach,

Mo and Ghil (1988) found six to seven relevant regimes. Despite the differences it was shown by

many studies that four regimes tend to represent the winter/summer large-scale variability quite

well and is therefore used for many present studies (Vautard, 1990; Michelangeli et al., 1995; Yiou

and Nogaj, 2004; Ferranti et al., 2015; Matsueda and Palmer, 2018). These patterns include two

regime types representing the positive/negative phase of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) also

referred to as zonal regime/Greenland anticyclone, which feature a northerly/southerly shift the jet,

a blocking type also referred to as European-blocking due to its dipole structure with a positive

geopotential anomaly over Scandinavia and the British Isles and a negative one south of Greenland

and lastly, the Atlantic ridge regime featuring a strong ridge over the whole eastern Atlantic (e.g.

Vautard, 1990; Ferranti et al., 2015; Matsueda and Palmer, 2018). Despite the good representation

in general, studies from e.g. Jerez and Trigo (2013) or Zubiate et al. (2017) have shown that the

four regimes present good results on monthly time scales but are not detailed enough on daily to

weekly time scales. A more recent approach, also utilized in this study (more details in chapter

3), is to use seven regime types for a year-round variability description (Grams et al., 2017; Beerli

and Grams, 2019).
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3 Data and methods

This chapter contains a description of the data sets and methods used in this study. The first section

gives an overview over reanalysis data in general and introduces the two data sets ERA-Interim

and ERA-5. The second part provides the necessary mathematical background and covers the

methods for determining the weather regimes and serial cyclone clustering.

3.1 Data

3.1.1 Reanalysis data

Retrospective analysis data, short reanalysis data, are long-term climate data sets which are glob-

ally complete. The main reason for their development was to do climate research and determining

long-term trends (Compo et al., 2011). Even though observational data depict the past atmospheric

state based on measurements, they alone are not sufficient to accurately represent the state of the

Earth system, hence modelled data is necessary. Numerical weather prediction systems and their

data assimilation methods are however rapidly developing to ensure the best possible real-time

forecast (Compo et al., 2011). This makes it difficult to compare archived data over long-term

periods, since inconsistencies arise from the difference in data assimilation and forecasting sys-

tems, eventually leading to false results. In contrast, reanalysis data are computed with consistent

methods throughout the whole reanalysis period and thus are free of those inconsistencies. To

ensure the correct representation of the past atmospheric state, they combine earlier observations

and short-term forecasts, to recreate past synoptic analysis with a single consistent modern com-

puting and data assimilation method (Compo et al., 2011; Jeppesen, 2020). Others than climate

research and analysis of long-term trends, reanalysis data are nowadays found in a wide range of

applications. For example they are also used in education, policy making or business, especially

regarding the renewable energy sector.

3.1.2 ERA-Interim

Contemporary, there is a wide range of reanalysis data from different institutions available. This

study mainly uses the ERA-Interim reanalysis data set from the European Center of Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). ERA-Interim features global data from 1979 to August 2019

with a temporal resolution of six hours for a wide range of upper-air and surface variables. The

atmospheric model uses ECMWF’s Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) cycle 31r2 with 60 ver-

tical hybrid sigma-pressure levels up to 0.1 hPa. Its dynamical core uses a spectral grid for the

basic dynamical fields with a horizontal resolution of T255. For surface and other grid-point fields

a reduced Gaussian grid is used instead, with a horizontal resolution of 79 km (Dee et al., 2011;

Berrisford et al., 2011). However, this study only uses the time period from 1979 to 2015. See Dee
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et al. (2011) for a more detailed explanation of the forecast model and data assimilation method

of ERA-Interim

3.1.3 ERA-5

ERA-5 represents ECMWF’s newest reanalysis data set following ERA-Interim. One of its main

strengths is the improved temporal and spatial resolution and therefore being able to represent the

atmospheric state in more detail. It uses IFS cycle 41r2 with 137 vertical hybrid sigma-pressure

levels up to 0.01 hPa. Its horizontal resolution was increased to T639 resulting in a 31 km res-

olution on a reduced Gaussian grid. Other strengths are the assimilation of larger numbers of

reprocessed data sets and the availability of ensembles for uncertainty estimates. See Hersbach

et al. (2020) for a more detailed description.

We use ERA-Interim for the determination of weather regimes and serial cyclone clustering, but

ERA-5 for the synoptic fields in the case studies analysis. The stratospheric analysis also uses

ERA-5 due to the better representation of the stratospheric polar vortex. For the stratospheric

analysis, we replace the years 2000 to 2006 with ERA-5.1 data, which is essentially a remake for

this period, to combat the stratospheric and upper-tropospheric cold bias (Simmons et al., 2020).

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Mathematical basics

This part features a description of the mathematical methods used for further calculations and

statistical analysis.

Principal component analysis and empirical orthogonal functions

The principal component analysis (PCA) is commonly used to analyse complex variability patterns

of meteorological fields or to compress large data sets. With the PCA, the complex structure is

fractionalised into a set of functions which are uncorrelated in the spatial dimension (Preisendor-

fer and Mobley, 1988). These functions, known as empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs), are

orthogonal and normed (length of one) and therefore build a orthonormal basis in the vector space

for the variability pattern. Therefore the complex structure can be displayed as a sum of more

simplified EOFs together with their respective amplitudes, known as the principal components

(orthogonal and uncorrelated in the temporal dimension). For example the time evolution of a

500 hPa geopotential height field z(t,x), t = 1, ...,n ; x = 1, ..., p can be displayed as followed

z(t,x) =
p

∑
j=1

a j(t)e j(x), (3.1)

with a j(t) being the principal components and e j(x) the EOFs (Preisendorfer and Mobley, 1988).

Another common depiction of the PCA is by interpreting the time evolution of a field as a matrix

ZZZ, with columns representing the time evolution and rows representing the spatial distribution

10
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(Björnsson and Venegas, 1997). In this form the PCA is denoted as a matrix multiplication of the

principal components matrix and the EOF matrix:

ZZZ = AAAEEE. (3.2)

Data compression by means of PCA can then be achieved by only taking all the EOFs up to

a fixed number, instead of all. Even though the data reduction is large, the information loss is

comparatively small, because the EOFs are ordered in a way that first few tend to dominate the

others (Björnsson and Venegas, 1997).

k-means and agglomerative clustering

Clustering describes the process of partitioning data sets by forming groups that share different

attributes such as e.g. occurrence in time, geographical position or intensity. Since categoriz-

ing or grouping is such an important task, it finds utilization in many different branches, e.g.

data mining, machine learning, geophysical research, psychological studies, to name only a few

(Estivill-Castro, 2002; Hamerly and Elkan, 2002; Hart et al., 2015; Cattell, 1943). Since there is

no universal definition for clustering, many types of clustering algorithms have been developed

(Estivill-Castro, 2002). In this study two types are used, k-means clustering and a special agglom-

erative hierarchical clustering.

K-means clustering is a partitioning method that tries to form k groups based on minimizing the

deviation of each cluster member from the cluster centroid. The number of groups are predefined

and objects are assigned one after another towards the closest cluster centroid which is continu-

ously adjusted based on all cluster members (Chen et al., 2002).

Agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithms assign an individual cluster to each data point or

vector. Then nearest clusters are merged and a new centroid is calculated. This process is iterated

until a certain cut-off criteria is reached (Chen et al., 2002). In this study we use the algorithm after

Hart et al. (2015), which uses the euclidean distance to determine the nearest clusters. Following

the iterative process, smaller clusters are successively incorporated into bigger clusters, gradually

increasing the distance between each cluster centroid. The total number of clusters is derived from

the agglomeration step, where the second derivation of the distance according to the agglomeration

step reaches its peak (Hart et al., 2015).

Monte Carlo simulation and bootstrapping

Monte Carlo simulation is in general a computational generation of random objects. Often those

objects are represented by samples from probability distributions. Monte Carlo simulations are

mostly used to get information about a complex system if analytical studies are difficult or not

possible (Kroese et al., 2014; Brown, 2016). Due to the loose definition, a wide variety of ap-

plications with different objectives for Monte Carlo methods exist. Possible use cases are e.g.

sampling, estimation or optimization. However, they all share the basic principle of repeating

an experiment multiple times (Kroese et al., 2014). This is essential for using the law of large

numbers. It states that the average result of multiple repeats of the same probabilistic experiment

(independent and identically distributed) approaches (weak law of large numbers) or is equal to
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(strong law of large numbers) the expected result if the experiment is repeated infinitely. The

cheap computational power nowadays also allows to solve easier problems quickly without using

an analytical approach. An example of a Monte Carlo simulation would be the computation of

the median distribution of normally distributed samples e.g. of size 100. Repeating the sampling

process e.g. 1000 times would give an accurate representation of the median distribution, which

is then also normally distributed (Chen, 2017).

The boostrap is a variation of a Monte Carlo simulation. In this case the samples are taken from

a given data set instead of a probabilistic distribution. It is used to estimate the uncertainty of

different statistics e.g. percentiles, averages, minimum, maximum without the need to know the

underlying distribution of the data set (Brown, 2016). However, the data set is not ensured to

be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), therefore to replicate a data set that is i.i.d. ,

sampling with replacement must be used. Computationally the sampling is done by randomly

choosing elements of the data set until the sample size is equal to the data set size. Mathematically

the samples are drawn from the empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) derived from the

data set, which for an ordered data set x1...xn of size n is defined as

Fn(x) =


0, x < x1

k
n , xk ≤ x < xk+1

1, xn < x

(3.3)

It is a step function that increases equally for each element in the data set and estimates the un-

known underlying CDF which the data set is taken from. Similar to the law of large numbers, the

Glivenko-Cantelli Lemma states that Fn(x) converges towards the true CDF F(x) for n approach-

ing infinity (Brown, 2016).

Percentiles and statistical significance

Percentiles are used to compare values within a data set or to represent uncertainties. They are

especially useful for their inherent robustness by definition and for determining extremes within a

data set. They are also useful in determining if results, following a normal distribution, are skewed.

Percentiles describe how many elements of an ordered data set are below a certain threshold,

without consideration of the actual values of the data, thus leading to inherent robustness. For

example, the 95th percentile, commonly written as p0.95 or p95, corresponds to the element or

value for which 95% of all elements are smaller.

Comparing results of samples to climatological values to find correlations often raises the problem

that anomalies might only inhere from statistical errors due to a reduced sample size. Therefore

testing for statistical significance becomes important in finding true correlations between a given

criteria and changes in the results. A useful parameter for the comparison of two data sets or for

statistical testing is the percentile rank. The percentile rank gives the percentage of scores within

a data set that are smaller or equal to the given score.

While there are many possibilities to test for statistical significance, the following provides an

example of two methods that we utilise in this study. By using bootstrapping we can retrieve a

climatological frequency distribution from random samples and a resampled frequency distribu-
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tion. With those, the percentile rank of the resampled distribution within the climatology can be

calculated. We can then test for statistical significance on the 10% level. Frequencies that have a

percentile rank of more than 95% or less than 5% are statistically significant. The second method

uses a similar idea, but without explicitly calculating the percentile rank. Instead the overlap be-

tween the two distributions is decisive (cf. Fig. 1 of Büeler et al., 2020). Statistical significance

on the 10% level is achieved if, for positive anomalies, the p0.1 value of the resampled distribution

is larger than the p0.9 of the climatological distribution. For negative anomalies the p0.9 value has

to be smaller than the p0.1 value of the climatological distribution (Büeler et al., 2020).

3.2.2 Weather regimes

This section introduces the technical background of weather regimes including the definition and

calculation methods of the weather regime index and weather regime life cycles.

Weather regime types

This study uses the seven year-round weather regime types for the Atlantic-European region fol-

lowing Grams et al. (2017). Weather regimes are based on 10-day low pass filtered normalised

500 hPa geopotential height anomalies using a 90 day running mean as a climatology and k-means

clustering in the phase space spanned by the leading seven EOFs (Charlton-Perez et al., 2019;

Mohr et al., 2020). For the 500 hPa geopotential height fields, ERA-Interim data with a six hourly

temporal and 1° horizontal resolution are used in the time period from 11 January 1979 to 31 De-

cember 2015 and the region from 80°W to 40°E, 30°N to 90°N. Firstly, a 90 day running mean at

the respective time is subtracted from the 500 hPa fields. Secondly, the anomalies are 10-day low

pass filtered to exclude short lived transient circulation patterns. Thirdly, the filtered anomalies

are normalised to remove the seasonality and allow for year-round weather regime types. Normal-

isation is done by dividing the filtered geopotential height anomalies by the spatial mean of a 30

day standard deviation. Lastly the seven leading EOFs which explain about 76.7% of the variance

are clustered year-round using k-means clustering with seven clusters (Grams et al., 2017). The

no-regime contains all those cases which cannot be attributed to either of the seven regime types

The resulting geopotential height anomalies of the seven weather regimes are shown in Fig. 3.1.

Three regimes are called cyclonic regimes, encompassing the Atlantic trough (AT), the Zonal

regime (ZO) and the Scandinavian trough (ScTr), and feature an especially strong negative geopo-

tential height anomaly leading to enhanced cyclonic activity. Four regimes, namely Atlantic ridge

(AT), European blocking (EuBl), Scandinavian blocking (ScBl) and Greenland blocking (GL), are

considered blocking regimes and are dominated by an especially large positive geopotential height

anomaly.

Cyclonic regime types lead to more zonally oriented geopotential contours over central and north-

ern Europe (cf. figure 3.1). Therefore, the jet is more zonally oriented and cyclones are able to

reach into central and northern Europe more easily. Strong winds and mild surface conditions in

winter are further attributes of cyclonic regimes. Blocking regimes lead to rather cold and foggy

conditions, due to prolonged high pressure over central and northern Europe. Contrary to the

cyclonic regimes, blocking regimes share that cyclones are either deflected to the south or north

of central Europe. Greenland blocking, and to a slight extent Scandinavian blocking, feature a
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Figure 3.1: Mean low-pass filtered (10 days) geopotential height anomalies of all seven weather regime
types (shading) in geopotential meter (gpm) as well as geopotential (contours) for the weather
regimes and no regime condition (winter mean) in the winter season (DJF). The weather regime
abbreviations are as followed: AT – Atlantic trough, ZO – Zonal regime, ScTr – Scandinavian
trough, AR – Atlantic ridge, EuBl – European blocking, ScBl – Scandinavian blocking, GA –
Greenland blocking, no – no regime. Percentages in the title besides the abbreviations represent
the occurrence frequency during the winter season (supp. Fig. 1 of Grams et al. (2017)).
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general shift of the jet to the south while Atlantic ridge and European blocking are connected with

a more wave-like jet.

Weather regime index

The weather regime index is used to quantify how much a weather regime type projects on to the

current synoptic situation (Michel and Rivière, 2011; Grams et al., 2017). The projection of the

synoptic situation on to a weather regime PWR(t) is calculated as the mean of φ L ·φ L
WR over all grid

points. φ L is the low-frequency geopotential anomaly and φ L
WR is the low-frequency geopotential

anomaly for days attributed to a certain weather regime. The complete equation for the projection

is as follows:

PWR(t) =
1

∑(λ ,ϕ)∈NH cosϕ
∑

(λ ,ϕ)∈NH
φ

L
φ

L
WR cosϕ. (3.4)

The weather regime index is the standardised projection anomaly from the climatological projec-

tion PWR:

IWR =
PWR(t)−PWR√

1
NT ∑

NT
t=1[PWR(t)−PWR]2

, (3.5)

where NT denotes the total number of days.

Weather regime life cycles

Weather regime life cycles represent time periods in which the atmospheric circulation over the

North-Atlantic European region resembles the pattern of a certain weather regime. The objective

determination of weather regime life cycles is based on the weather regime index that needs be

larger than the standard deviation of the weather regime index (IWR > σ(IWR)), which is equal to

1 since the weather regime index is standardised. This criteria must be met for at least five days.

During the life cycle period the weather regime index has to reach a local maximum and there

must be a five day period of monotonic increase/decrease before/afterwards (see details in Grams

et al., 2017).

3.2.3 Serial cyclone clustering

Identifying and tracking cyclones automatically for research purposes, especially climatological

studies, is a difficult task and multiple methods has been developed to do so. This is due to the

many characteristics of an extra-tropical cyclone and the non universally agreed definition for

its precise location (Walker et al., 2020). This leads to a multitude of tracking algorithms using

different meteorological criteria, e.g. meridional winds (Booth et al., 2017), eddy kinetic energy

(Wang et al., 2017) or geopotential height (Raible et al., 2008). However, two variables are used

most frequently, these are the minima of mean sea level pressure (Hoskins and Hodges, 2002;

Wernli and Schwierz, 2006) and the relative vorticity at 850 hPa (Hodges, 1994, 1995).

Although a variety of tracking methods exits, the comparison from Pinto et al. (2016) demonstrates

that results from different tracking methods qualitatively match each other.
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Figure 3.2: Serial cyclone clustering boundary conditions, showing the used locations, radius and an ex-
ample for SCC at 45°N. The Ts represent the position of a cyclone for a specific time step,
indicated by its index, throughout a seven day period. Different grey shadings refer to different
cyclones. Four cyclones pass the area around 45°N within seven days and therefore fulfil the
requirements for counting as a SCC period.

Cyclone identification and tracking

This study uses the cyclone identification and tracking described by Hodges (1994, 1995), us-

ing the 850 hPa relative vorticity fields. Within a vorticity field, vorticity maxima are determined

for regions which surpass a relative vorticity of 1 ·10−5 s−1. Tracks are formed by using a near-

est neighbour distance approach for each time step with consideration that some signals might

vanish from one frame to another but appear again in frames afterwards. Lastly, smooth tracks

are achieved by minimizing a cost function. See Hodges (1994) for more details. The results

in determining serial cyclone clustering with this tracking method are consistent (Priestley et al.,

2017) with the results in Pinto et al. (2014), using mean sea level pressure as the main variable for

identifying and tracking cyclones instead.

Cyclone clustering

For the computation of serial cyclone clustering periods, this study follows the approach of Priest-

ley et al. (2017). Three locations are set as base points at different latitudes (45°N, 55°N, 65°N)

and 5°W. The area which cyclones have to pass through is then determined by a circle around the

base points with a 700 km radius. To ensure only strong cyclones are counted for cyclone clus-
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tering, the mean sea level pressure of the cyclone core has to be smaller than the fifth percentile

of the climatological mean sea level pressure at the respective coordinate. Since lower pressure

correlates to stronger cyclones, the cyclones counted for cyclone clustering must belong to the

strongest five percent.

Lastly, the number of cyclones passing through the respective area within seven days has to be

equal or greater than a certain threshold that is discussed in the following. For 45°N the average

daily cyclone count in the winter period from 1979 to 2015 is about 0.13 cyclones per day. At

55°N and 65°N the average daily cyclone count is higher with 0.42 and 0.63 cyclones per day.

Following the definition from Pinto et al. (2014); Priestley et al. (2017) we use a threshold of more

than three cyclones (n≥ 4) for 55°N and 65°N, but lower it for 45°N due to the large discrepancy

in the average daily cyclone count to more than two (n≥ 3). Figure 3.2 illustrates the set up used

for determining serial cyclone clustering, as well as fictional cyclone tracks for a seven day period

to show the definition of serial cyclone clustering in an exemplary way.

3.2.4 State of stratospheric polar vortex

This study uses the strength of the stratospheric polar vortex (SPV) as a measurement for the

stratospheric state to analyse the influence of the stratosphere on serial cyclone clustering and the

possible link to weather regimes. For quantification of the strength of the stratospheric polar vor-

tex, we use the 10 hPa zonally averaged zonal wind at 60°N u10 which is on average between

25 ms−1 and 35 ms−1 in the winter (see. Fig A.1 in appendix). Of particular interest are cases

which feature a weak stratospheric polar vortex or even a minor/major sudden stratospheric warm-

ing (SSW), when the westerly winds are weakened to only about u10 = 10ms−1 or even reversed

(Shi et al., 2020). The classification of SCC periods into cases with a similar stratospheric polar

vortex strength is based on an agglomerative hierarchical clustering method (see chap. 3.2.1.
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4.1 Link between the weather regimes and SCC

4.1.1 Modulation of cyclone frequency due to weather regimes and SCC

During serial cyclone clustering there are an anomalous high amount of cyclones in the respec-

tive regions. Therefore the cyclone frequency during SCC periods is modulated compared to the

climatological mean frequency. Likewise weather regimes describe the most common large scale

circulation patterns, which are reflected in anomalies from the climatological mean. Thus, also

cyclone tracks and preferred regions of cyclone occurrence are likely modulated during regimes.

Therefore an analysis of the mean cyclone frequency during SCC periods, as well as during differ-

ent weather regimes in winter is carried out (Fig. 4.1, 4.2). Anomalies are calculated by subtracting

a winter (DJF) climatology from 1979 to 2015. Contrary to the SCC identification, this analysis

uses the cyclone tracking from Wernli and Schwierz (2006), which is based on enclosed contours
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Figure 4.1: Cyclone frequency anomalies for SCC at 45°N 5°W (top left), 55°N 5°W (top right) and 65°N
5°W (bottom left) in winter (DJF). Anomalies are calculated with respect to the winter clima-
tology 1979 - 2015. Here cyclone identification of Wernli and Schwierz (2006) is used.
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of mean sea level pressure. During SCC at 45°N there is a strong decrease in cyclone activity near

Greenland. An increase in cyclone frequency can be seen over Europe as well as the Mediterranean

region around Italy and the Atlantic, mainly between 40°N and 55°N, with a maximum west of

France. For SCC at 55°N the region of enhanced cyclone activity is shifted northwards in between

Iceland and Great Britain. The area of enhanced frequency is also focused on a smaller region

yielding in larger frequency anomalies in this region. Contrary to the strong negative anomaly for

SCC at 45°N, SCC at 55°N shows widespread regions with rather weak decreased cyclonic activ-

ity. Lastly, the cyclone anomaly field for SCC at 65°N exhibits a strong positive anomaly further

north, east of Iceland and a weakening south of Greenland. For all latitudes regions of enhanced

cyclonic activity match with the regions used in determining SCC quite well (cf. Fig. 3.2) which

is also expected since at least three/four cyclones are forced to cross these regions within seven

days.

The modulation of cyclone occurrence due to different weather regime types can be seen in Figure

4.2. The Atlantic trough regime features an increase of cyclones in the North-Atlantic Ocean close

to the Norwegian Sea, mainly between Iceland and Great Britain at latitudes from 50°N to 70°N.

While the cyclone frequency is enhanced by more than 34% in this regions, other areas in the

North-Atlantic European region, show a slight decrease of about -10% to -6%. The Zonal regime

shifts the jet further north, so that more cyclones occur near Iceland and alongside Scandinavia

with a maximum of about 30%. Elsewhere, cyclones occur less often, resulting in a decreased fre-

quency of about -10% to -6%. In case of the Scandinavian trough, cyclone occurrence is enhanced

over the Norwegian Sea and Scandinavia with an increase up to 26% at the expense of cyclones

in Southern Europe with a decrease of about -6% and a large area in the North-Atlantic Ocean

south of Greenland. In this region the decrease is even larger with up -20% to -14%. During the

Atlantic ridge regime the cyclonic activity south of Iceland is greatly reduced by up to -26%, while

all around the cyclone frequency is increased, e.g. over Eastern Europe or the Mediterranean Sea.

The European blocking modulates the cyclone occurrence so that in most of central and northern

Europe, the cyclone frequency is decreased. This decline ranges from -10% to -6% over central

Europe to -26% to -22% over Northern Europe. However cyclone frequency is slightly enhanced

over southern Europe and strongly increased with up to 22% over Greenland and the Arctic Sea.

In case of Scandinavian Blocking, more cyclones occur in a large area over the North-Atlantic

Ocean south of Greenland with an increase up to 18% which extends south-eastwards and lessens

alongside Great Britain and France. The cyclonic activity is also enhanced over the Mediterranean

Sea, while it is greatly reduced over Scandinavia by up to 26%. Lastly, Greenland blocking fea-

tures an enhanced cyclone occurrence over the central parts of the North-Atlantic Ocean between

40°N and 55°N with an increase up to 26%. This lessens but extends to large parts of Europe with

an increase in cyclone frequency of about 10%. The cyclonic activity over Greenland and Iceland

is however severely decreased by more than -30%.

Comparing the cyclone frequency of the weather regimes (Fig. 4.2) and the cyclone anomalies

of SCC at different latitudes (Fig. 4.1) already yields possible links between weather regimes

and SCC. Four weather regime types are especially prominent in this comparison, the Atlantic

trough, the Zonal regime, the Scandinavian trough and the Greenland blocking. Cyclone frequency

anomalies for SCC at 55°N share a similar region of enhanced cyclonic activity with the Atlantic

trough regime, in between Iceland and Great Britain. The Zonal regime and the Scandinavian
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Figure 4.2: Cyclone frequency anomalies for the seven weather regime types based on an extended winter
(NDJFMA) climatology from 1980 to 2015. Weather regime abbreviations are as followed: AT
– Atlantic trough, ZO – Zonal regime, ScTr – Scandinavian trough, AR – Atlantic ridge, EuBl –
European blocking, ScBl – Scandinavian blocking, GL – Greenland blocking. Here the cyclone
identification algorithm of Wernli and Schwierz (2006) is used.
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trough, however, show enhanced cyclonic activity around Iceland matching the anomalies for

SCC at 65°N. Lastly, a region of marked cyclonic activity over the Atlantic between 40°N and

55°N is shared between both Greenland blocking and SCC at 45°N, with the maximum slightly

shifted closer to Europe in case of SCC at 45°N.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3: Weather regime index time (IWR) series for the winters 2009/2010 (a) and 1994/1995 (b).
Colours represent the different weather regime types, abbreviation as followed: AT – Atlantic
trough, ZO – Zonal regime, ScTr – Scandinavian trough, AR – Atlantic ridge, EuBl – European
blocking, ScBl – Scandinavian blocking and GL – Greenland blocking. The thick bottom bar
shows the regime life cycle type that has the strongest projection; grey means no active life
cycles. Light grey bars denote SCC periods at different latitudes. SCC periods encompass all
days with for the period relevant cyclones. This means all days ±3 with ncycl ≥ 4 or ncycl ≥ 3 in
case of 45°N within 7 days.

4.1.2 Modulation of weather regimes during SCC - case studies

While the cyclone frequency comparison already yielded some interesting results, further research

is carried out by analysing individual case studies. In these case studies, the link between SCC

occurrence and the weather regime index is examined, by making yearly winter time series from

1979 to 2015 of the weather regime index and denote SCC periods for each latitude. Figure 4.3

shows two of the 36 winter periods, which best represent the observed coherence. Each different

coloured line depicts the time series of the weather regime index for one of the seven weather

regimes. The thick coloured bar at the bottom of the figure illustrates which weather regime type

has an active life cycle and the strongest projection for each time step. If no weather regime type

has an active life cycle, the bar is coloured dark grey to express that none of the seven regime

types dominate the current circulation pattern. The black line at IWR = 1 is the threshold used in
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Figure 4.4: Evolution of the synoptic situation during a 9 day period from 19/02/2010 to 27/02/2010 where
SCC occurs at 45°N and 55°N. The shading represents the geopotential height at 500 hPa.
552 gpdam is specifically marked as a thick black line. White contours represent the mean sea
level pressure, while black ones denote the horizontal wind speed at 300 hPa, cut off at 50 ms−1

and lower. Low-pressure names are taken from Institut für Meteorologie -FU-Berlin (2021)
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the weather regime life cycle definition. Lastly, the light grey horizontal bars above display SCC

periods for each of the three latitudes.

Greenland blocking is the predominant weather regime type throughout most of the winter period

2009/2010 (Fig. 4.3 a). The first Greenland blocking life cycle begins at around the 12th December

and becomes dominant two days afterwards. Another two days later a SCC period at 45°N sets in

which last for about 17 days until the 31st December. Throughout this period, Greenland blocking

shows a strong projection, however, with a local minimum shortly before the SCC period decay

on the 28th December. The second long Greenland blocking life cycle has its onset on the 27th

January and becomes dominant at the 31st January. Again, a SCC event at 45°N is recorded

beginning on the 11th February and lasting at least until the 28th February. During this period

SCC at 55°N also occurred alongside the SCC at 45°N, beginning on the 18th February. The

biggest difference between the onsets at 45°N and 55°N is the strong projection in the Atlantic

trough alongside the Greenland blocking life cycle, which is passing IWR = 1 at a similar time as

the SCC onset at 55°N. The first identified SCC period at 45°N beginning before the 1st December

in this winter, however, is not connected with a strong Greenland blocking projection or Greenland

blocking life cycle (not shown), but with an Atlantic trough life cycle instead.

The winter period 1994/1995 is characterised by short intervals of Atlantic trough, Zonal regime or

Scandinavian trough life cycles and periods when no regime fulfils the requirement for a life cycle

(4.3 b). Striking is that there are also short intervals of SCC at 55°N and 65°N at similar times

as the weather regime life cycles. The first SCC at 55°N and 65°N begins on the 2nd December

while the European blocking regime is still the dominant one. However, there is already a Zonal

regime life cycle ongoing and an Atlantic trough life cycle onset two days after. The SCC period

at 55°N decays two days before the end of both life cycle, while the SCC period at 65°N decays

two days after the end of both life cycles. Another two short SCC periods have there onset on

the 23rd December and decay around a similar time as the Atlantic trough life cycle that emerges

three to four days after the SCC onset. An interesting connection between SCC occurrence and

weather regimes can be seen in the later SCC periods, especially from 30th January onwards.

There, SCC at 65°N occurs mostly in conjunction with a Scandinavian trough or Zonal regime

life cycle, whereas SCC at 55°N seems to be connected to the Atlantic trough life cycles. Onset

and decays of the SCC periods are similar to those of the respective weather regime life cycles,

sometimes with a small time lag or time lead.

The observed behaviour can also be seen in some of the other winters, however, not as clear and not

as consistent. Overlapping of SCC periods at 45°N and 55°N or 55°N and 65°N, which happens

in both cases, is also likely due to the overlap in the area used for determining SCC (cf. Fig. 3.2).

From the case study several possible links can be concluded, but still need further evidence. Firstly,

SCC tends to occur more often together with certain weather regime types. These preferred regime

types depend on the latitude for which SCC is determined. SCC at 45°N tends to favour Greenland

blocking, SCC at 55°N seems to favour the Atlantic trough regime and SCC at 65°N occurs mostly

in conjunction with the Zonal regime and Scandinavian trough. This result also agrees well with

the observed cyclone frequency anomalies during SCC and the respective weather regime type

frequency fields. Secondly, SCC onsets often occur shortly before or after the preferred weather

regime type onset or when the weather regime becomes the dominant one. Therefore, not just
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the weather regime type but also the transition towards the weather regime might influence the

occurrence of SCC.

While 4.3 is helpful for understanding the interaction between SCC and weather regimes, we also

look into the synoptic situation throughout the SCC period in the case studies. An excerpt of the

period where SCC at 45°N and 55°N occurs simultaneously during a Greenland blocking life cycle

is shown in Figure 4.4. Noticeable for the period from the 19th to 24th February is a strong stable

zonally oriented southward shifted jet at around 40°N, with maximums of 60 ms−1 to 80 ms−1,

which is in good agreement with a strong projection on to Greenland blocking. On the 19th and

20th February, cyclones Ruby and Tinka already passed into Europe while Undine and Vija form

slightly north of the jet maximum in quick succession and travel towards Europe in the subsequent

days. Cyclone Wera can be seen first as enclosed pressure contours over Newfoundland on the

21st February, again north of the jet, being stationary until the 22nd and moving towards Europe

on the 23rd. Following Wera, a thin but strong ridge emerges near Newfoundland, while the polar

front is still rather zonally oriented over large parts of the North Atlantic and near the European

coast. Still, contrary to the previous cyclones, Xynthia is forming closer to the European coast

near a small jet maximum on the 25th / 26th February. Due to the strengthening of the ridge

over Newfoundland, the mostly zonal flow gets a stronger meridional component and Xynthia is

steered south-eastwards towards Spain on the 27th February. The other synoptic situations of the

SCC periods in these case studies show similarities (not shown), cyclones forming near a strong

and stable jet that, depending on the latitude where SCC occurs, is shifted more to the south or

north.

Generally the synoptic situation matches well with results from previous studies on the dynamics

of SCC (Pinto et al., 2014; Priestley et al., 2017). A strong jet is present for a prolonged time

period, cyclones form near the jet streaks and some cyclones form in group (i.e. Undine and Vija)

hinting at secondary cyclogenesis.
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4.1 Link between the weather regimes and SCC

4.1.3 Modulation of weather regimes during SCC - climatological analysis

The case studies are already hinting at specific links between weather regimes and the occurrence

of SCC. The Greenland blocking regime seems to go along with SCC at 45°N, Atlantic trough

with SCC at 55°N and Scandinavian blocking or Zonal regime with SCC at 65°N. Furthermore,

SCC appears to be connected to weather regime transitions, since it mostly occurs shortly after

a new regime onset or when the regime becomes dominant. These, however, are only possible

links so far and need to be verified by a climatological analysis which includes all winter seasons.

Therefore, we perform a lagged frequency analysis of the dominant weather regime at SCC onset

for all three latitudes. The data is resampled using the bootstrap with 1000 iterations and a random

climatology is derived to test for statistical significance. Instead of taking only SCC onset dates to

resample from, the climatology uses all winter dates from 1979 to 2015 for resampling. The re-

sults are shown in figures 4.5 to 4.7 for the respective latitudes. Measured is the relative frequency

of a certain weather regime life cycle type being the dominant one at SCC onset or up to 60 days

before or after the SCC onset. Dark shaded areas represent the respective 25th to 75th percentile

range while light shading indicates the 5th to 95th percentile range. To increase the sample size

and reduce uncertainty, a three day period extension around the SCC onsets is allowed. Statisti-

cal significance is tested by using the percentile rank (cf. chapter 3). To improve the statistical

significance test of the lags further, the climatology is normalised around lag 0, which however

distorts the significance at lag 0. Since weather regimes are required to be persistent, being in a

certain weather regime life cycle already carries information about the days before and after and

thus modulates the probability of being in the given regime again. This information is known by

the true sample and addressed in the random climatology by using the normalisation. Each of the

eight top panels in figures 4.5 to 4.7 show the frequency for the seven different regimes as well

as when no regime has an active life cycle. The bottom left panel is a composite for the mean

values of each weather regime type, including the no regime, while the bottom right one shows

the anomalies of the mean values from the sampled climatology. Thick coloured lines represent

statistical significance.

For SCC at 45°N (Fig. 4.5) Greenland blocking and Atlantic trough seem to be the most frequent

and also show the most significant frequency increase. They reach up to about 28 % relative

frequency at lag 7 in case of Atlantic trough and 35% at around lag 7 for the Greenland blocking.

In contrast, Scandinavian trough, Atlantic ridge and European blocking are in good agreement with

there respective climatologies or partly suppressed and therefore unimportant for the occurrence

of SCC. The anomalies panel shows that the enhancement in Atlantic trough up to 15 days and

Greenland blocking up to 30 days are also statistically significant. The Zonal regime also shows

an significant decrease five days after the SCC onset and an significant increase at around lag 35

after the enhanced Greenland blocking period subsides.

The results for SCC at 55°N (Fig. 4.6) are different. Most of the regimes show a significant

decrease in frequency in the period after the SCC onset up to around ten days. This is due to the

largely increased frequency of Atlantic trough during this period with a maximum of about 55%

at lag 7. To put in perspective, of all SCC onset 55% show an active dominant Atlantic trough life

cycle seven days afterwards. The anomalies panel also shows that the enhanced Atlantic trough
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Figure 4.5: Lagged frequency analysis for SCC onsets at 45°N allowing a 72 hours interval for decreased
uncertainty. Bootstrapping with 1000 iterations is used to resample the data and derive a random
climatology. Coloured lines represent the frequency of each weather regime type being domi-
nant at a certain lead/lag relative to the SCC onset (SCC onset ±60 days). Dark/light shading
represents the p0.25 to p0.75 / p0.05 to p0.95 range. Anomalies are calculated by subtracting the
resampled mean and the random climatological mean. Thick lines represent statistical signifi-
cance based on the percentile rank being lower than 5% or higher than 95%.
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Figure 4.6: Lagged frequency analysis for SCC onsets at 55°N allowing a 72 hours interval for decreased
uncertainty. Bootstrapping with 1000 iterations is used to resample the data and derive a random
climatology. Coloured lines represent the frequency of each weather regime type being domi-
nant at a certain lead/lag relative to the SCC onset (SCC onset ±60 days). Dark/light shading
represents the p0.25 to p0.75 / p0.05 to p0.95 range. Anomalies are calculated by subtracting the
resampled mean and the random climatological mean. Thick lines represent statistical signifi-
cance based on the percentile rank being lower than 5% or higher than 95%.
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is statistically significant up to lag 20. Noticeable is also that the only other weather regime type

that shows a significant increase in frequency is the Zonal regime starting at lag 15.

The lagged frequency analysis for the SCC onsets at 65°N shows yet another different picture.

For a period up to 12 days after the onset the Zonal regime is the most frequent one with a max-

imum of 37%, followed by the Scandinavian trough with 27% and Atlantic trough with 22% at

lag 7. Blocking regimes, including Atlantic ridge, European blocking, Scandinavian blocking

and Greenland blocking are all suppressed. Especially Greenland blocking shows a significantly

decreased frequency for a long period up to 45 days.

The comparison of all three figures shows that SCC seems to precede transitions in the dominant

weather regime slightly. While depending on the latitude, a different regime type is favoured, the

frequency at lag 0 is mostly comparatively low and still rising for five to seven days after. Only

Greenland blocking for SCC at 45°N shows a distinct increase in frequency with 23% at lag 0,

already. The comparison also reveals that the period of significant frequency increase tends to

be about 15 to 20 days long in general. This is the case for the Atlantic trough regime in Figure

4.5 and 4.6 as well as the Zonal regime and Scandinavian trough in Figure 4.7. However, the

Greenland blocking regime for SCC at 45°N is affected on a longer time scale up to 30 days but

interestingly enough, there is a local minimum at 15 days. Some cases might respond similar to

the general tendency to decay at around 15 to 20 days after the SCC onset and some might live

considerably longer due to stratospheric influence.

In conclusion, the climatological analysis not only confirms most of the possible links derived

from the case study analysis, but also provides a quantitative impression about the importancy.

For SCC at 45°N, Greenland blocking and Atlantic trough are the two important weather regime

types, with Greenland blocking occurring more often and on longer time scales. The clearest link

shows SCC at 55°N and the Atlantic trough regime which has a large increase in frequency while

other regime types are suppressed. Lastly, for SCC at 65°N, the Zonal regime and the Scandinavian

trough show the largest increase in frequency, while Greenland blocking is being suppressed for a

longer time period. A lead-lag relationship between SCC and dominant regime transitions is also

discovered, since the regime frequencies of the preferred regimes are increasing after the SCC

onset for all three latitudes.
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Figure 4.7: Lagged frequency analysis for SCC onsets at 65°N allowing a 72 hours interval for decreased
uncertainty. Bootstrapping with 1000 iterations is used to resample the data and derive a random
climatology. Coloured lines represent the frequency of each weather regime type being domi-
nant at a certain lead/lag relative to the SCC onset (SCC onset ±60 days). Dark/light shading
represents the p0.25 to p0.75 / p0.05 to p0.95 range. Anomalies are calculated by subtracting the
resampled mean and the random climatological mean. Thick lines represent statistical signifi-
cance based on the percentile rank being lower than 5% or higher than 95%.
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Table 4.1: Relative frequency of dominant regime transitions calculated by using bootstrapping with 1000
iterations. The climatology is determined by choosing random time periods during the winters
from 1979 to 2015 of similar average length as the SCC periods at the respective latitudes.

resample climatology anomalies

(45°N/55°N/65°N) (45°N/55°N/65°N) (45°N/55°N/65°N)

no transition 0.25 / 0.21 / 0.13 0.20 / 0.18 / 0.20 0.05 / 0.03 / -0.07

one transition 0.47 / 0.47 / 0.44 0.46 / 0.46 / 0.39 0.01 / 0.01 / 0.05

mult. transition 0.28 / 0.32 / 0.43 0.34 / 0.36 / 0.41 -0.06 / -0.04 / 0.02

4.1.4 Interaction between weather regime transitions, life cycle stage and
the occurrence of SCC

The climatological analysis shows that shortly after SCC onsets the frequency of certain regimes

being the dominant ones is quickly rising. Therefore, a lot dominant regime transitions have to

take place in that time period. It is, however, unclear if this is due to a general increase in dominant

regime transitions during SCC or because transitions are mainly occurring in the earlier stages of

a SCC period. Unknown is also if the dominant regime transitions are true transitions or life cycle

onsets. A true dominant transition is a transition from an already ongoing regime instead of the

no regime. Since the climatological analysis only gives results for the dominant regime type, the

relationship between weather regime life cycle stages and SCC occurrence has not been analysed

yet. This section tries to address these issues.

Dominant weather regime transitions and SCC

To verify if the total amount of dominant weather regime transitions increases during SCC, boot-

strapping with 1000 iterations is used again to resample and build a random climatology. The

random climatology is calculated by building randomly selected periods of similar length as the

SCC periods at each latitude. Measured is the number of dominant regime transitions during SCC

periods. The results are then categorised into three cases and the relative frequency of belonging to

each case is determined. These cases are SCC periods with no transition, with exactly one transi-

tion and with multiple transitions. Table 4.1 shows the resampled and climatological monte-carlo

mean for each category as well as the difference between them. Statistical significance is tested

by comparing the probability density distributions of the resample and climatology (cf. Figures

A.2 to A.4 in the appendix). Since the climatology is sampled from all winter days, differences

between the climatologies for each latitudes are mainly due to SCC periods having a slightly dif-

ferent average length depending on the latitude. While there are differences between the resample

frequencies at each latitude and their respective climatology, none are of statistical significance.

Therefore, an overall increasing amount of dominant regime transitions can be eliminated as rea-

soning for the high number of dominant regime transitions found in the climatological analysis.

To investigate the other possibility of transitions occurring at a similar stage of an SCC period,

scatter plots are made. They show the time difference between transition date and the SCC on-
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4.1 Link between the weather regimes and SCC

set as the x-coordinate and time difference between the transition date and SCC decay as the

y-coordinate. Figures 4.8 to 4.10 show the results for SCC at all three latitudes. Negative values

mean that the SCC onset/decay is later in time than the dominant transition date. The coloured

symbols represent dominant transitions towards the respective weather regime type. Transitions

dates are only included if the targeted weather regime life cycle overlaps at least for a day with

one SCC period. A grey symbol shows that a dominant regime transition occurred but from no-

regime, meaning it is equivalent to a life cycle onset. The scatter plots can be divided into four

quadrants beginning at top right going counter clockwise. Quadrant one includes both positive x-

and y-values. This means that the transitions date is after the SCC period. Therefore it includes

those weather regime life cycles that begin within the SCC period but become dominant only after

the SCC period has decayed already. Quadrant two should always be empty because it includes

negative x-values and positive y-values. This would mean that the transitions occurs earlier than

the SCC onset but later than the SCC decay, which of course is not possible, because the SCC

decay is always later in time than the SCC onset. Quadrant three features both negative x- an

y-values, and therefore includes life cycles that become dominant before the SCC period begins.

This, however, does not require the life cycle to be dominant throughout most of the SCC period.

It is possible that another dominant transition occurs during or even before the SCC period, but

the weather regime life cycle overlaps at least partly with the SCC period. Lastly, quadrant four

covers all transitions that occur within a SCC period. The black dashed line represents the middle

of the SCC period, because it is equally distant from the SCC onset and the SCC decay. The fur-

ther afar from the line, the closer the transition is to the SCC onset/decay. In all three cases, there

are a lot of transitions that fall into either quadrant three or four. Therefore, only a few weather

regime life cycles begin within the SCC period and become dominant only after the SCC period

decayed. This means that the SCC period either ends within the preferred life cycle or a new life

cycle becomes already dominant while the SCC is still ongoing (far right side of the dashed line

in quadrant four).

In case of SCC at 45°N (cf. Fig. 4.8), there are a lot of blue crosses representing transitions to-

wards the Greenland blocking, which agrees well with the high frequency of dominant Greenland

blocking regimes during SCC at 45°N. While they are quite spread out between quadrant three

and four, more than half of them gather on the left side of the dashed line in quadrant four. This

means that Greenland blocking becomes dominant more often in the early to mid stage of an SCC

period. Noteworthy is also that dots representing the Atlantic trough are gathered mostly in this

area, too, which is also quite sensible due to the frequency of Atlantic trough being significantly

higher shortly after the SCC onset as well (cf. Fig. 4.5). Dots in quadrant three show regime tran-

sitions to a variety of weather regimes including Atlantic ridge, Scandinavian blocking besides

Greenland blocking and Atlantic trough. However, as mentioned, these life cycles are not required

to be dominant throughout the whole SCC period and may or may not be in their decay phases

when SCC sets in.

Figure 4.9 shows the situation for SCC at 55°N. Here, the signal is much clearer. A lot of dominant

transitions towards the Atlantic trough around one to six days after the SCC onset can be observed,

which again matches well with the results from the climatological analysis. Interestingly, before

the SCC onset and after the SCC reached its mid stage, there are only very few transitions towards

the Atlantic trough. Instead, towards the end of the SCC period a lot of transitions to the Zonal
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Figure 4.8: Scatter plot showing the positions of dominant weather regime transitions compared to the SCC
periods at 45°N. ttrfrDate is the date at which the new regime becomes dominant, tOnset(SCC) is
the onset and tDecay(SCC) the decay date of the SCC period. The x-coordinate denotes the time
difference between the transition date and SCC onset and the y-coordinate the time difference
between the transition date and SCC decay. Shape and colour of symbol displays which regime
is dominant after the transition. Grey shading means the transition is coming from no-regime
and is equal to the life cycle onset. The dashed line represents the mid stage of an SCC period.
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Figure 4.9: Scatter plot showing the positions of dominant weather regime transitions compared to the SCC
periods at 55°N. ttrfrDate is the date at which the new regime becomes dominant, tOnset(SCC) is
the onset and tDecay(SCC) the decay date of the SCC period. The x-coordinate denotes the time
difference between the transition date and SCC onset and the y-coordinate the time difference
between the transition date and SCC decay. Shape and colour of symbol displays which regime
is dominant after the transition. Grey shading means the transition is coming from no-regime
and is equal to the life cycle onset. The dashed line represents the mid stage of an SCC period.
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Figure 4.10: Scatter plot showing the positions of dominant weather regime transitions compared to the SCC
periods at 65°N. ttrfrDate is the date at which the new regime becomes dominant, tOnset(SCC) is
the onset and tDecay(SCC) the decay date of the SCC period. The x-coordinate denotes the time
difference between the transition date and SCC onset and the y-coordinate the time difference
between the transition date and SCC decay. Shape and colour of symbol displays which regime
is dominant after the transition. Grey shading means the transition is coming from no-regime
and is equal to the life cycle onset. The dashed line represents the mid stage of an SCC period.

regime occur. Similar to the results from SCC at 45°N, there are a variety of dots in quadrant

three, though this time mainly consisting of cyclonic regime types.

Lastly, Figure 4.10 displays the result in case of SCC occurring at 65°N. In this case, there are a

lot of Scandinavian trough and Zonal regime transitions on left side of the dashed line in quadrant

four. However, compared to the Atlantic trough regime for SCC at 55°N, there are also a lot of

Zonal regime and Scandinavian trough transitions in quadrant three up to about seven days prior

to the SCC onset. Noteworthy is also the amount of Atlantic trough transitions close to the mid

stage of the SCC events. These may or may not be connected to situations where SCC occurs at

both 55°N and 65°N as seen in the winter 1994/1995 (cf. Fig. 4.3).
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All in all dominant regime transitions are closely connected to SCC periods. They often occur with

a time lag up to six days after the SCC onset while still being in an earlier stage of the SCC period.

This is especially prominent for the transitions to the Atlantic trough regime in case of SCC at

55°N and explains the rapid increase in dominant regime frequency seen in the climatological

analysis. For 45°N and 65°N their respective preferred regimes might also become dominant

slightly before SCC sets in with a time lead up to about six days. For SCC at 45°N, this is also

sensible considering Greenland blocking is already quite frequent at SCC onset and has a shallow

frequency increase compared to the steep rise of Atlantic trough for SCC at 55°N.

SCC occurrence compared to the stage of a weather regime life cycle

SCC at different latitudes shows a strong connection with transitions in the dominant weather

regime to the respective preferred regime type. Most often the SCC onset precedes the transitions

slightly by up to six days. True transitions, however do not carry information about the lead/lag

relationship between the life cycle onsets and SCC onsets. Thus, life cycles might already begin

around the SCC onsets or even earlier. Only the grey dots in Figures 4.8 to 4.10 are equivalent to

actual life cycle onsets. Therefore, a dedicated analysis is carried out to acquire information about

link between the stage of a weather regime life cycle and the occurrence of SCC. Similarly to

the transitions analysis, scatter plots are made based on life cycles that overlap at least once with

an SCC period. Figures 4.12 to 4.14 show the results of the analysis. The coordinates changed

slightly, so that the x-coordinate describes the time difference between weather regime life cycle

onset and SCC onset, while the y-coordinate represents the time difference between the life cycle

decay and the SCC decay. Again, the plot can be divided into four quadrants starting from the

top right going counter clockwise. Quadrant one includes positive x- and y-values and thereby

life cycles that decay after the SCC decays and begin after the SCC onset. The second quadrant

consists of life cycles that begin before SCC onsets and decay after the SCC decays. Quadrant

three features life cycles that have their onsets before the SCC onsets and their decays before the

SCC decays and lastly, the four quadrant includes life cycles that begin after the SCC onset but

decay before the SCC decays. Fictional life cycles generic for each quadrant are shown in Figure

4.11. In summary, life cycles in quadrant one begin within SCC periods but also outlast them, life

cycles in quadrant two have embedded SCC periods, life cycles in quadrant three begin prior to

the SCC period but also decay within the SCC period and lastly, life cycles in quadrant four are

embedded into SCC periods. Another conclusion is that dots close to the center are life cycles that

begin and decay around the same times as the SCC period.

For SCC at 45°N (cf. Fig. 4.12), there are some Greenland blocking life cycles in each quadrant,

however, they mostly fall within the the −7 to 7 square and thus are considerably close to the

center. Scandinavian blocking and Atlantic ridge life cycles farther from the center can be found

mainly in the third quadrant. Since they begin mostly about eight to 24 days prior to the SCC onset

and also decay eight to sixteen days prior, they are likely to be in their decay stage when SCC sets

in, while different life cycles begin and become dominant shortly after. Of all the Greenland

blocking life cycles more than half show positive y-values. Therefore, SCC periods decay more

often within Greenland blocking life cycles than afterwards. This might be the case due to the

lessening impact of the decaying regime, which might not be strong enough to uphold the SCC
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Figure 4.11: Sketch of fictional life cycles in a weather regime index plot, generic for each quadrant in
Figures 4.12 to 4.14.

period. It is, however also possible that this behaviour is due to randomness, since the sample size

is small.

Similar to the dominant transition analysis, SCC at 55°N shows a clearer signal in the SCC-

weather regime life cycle link than SCC at 45°N (cf. Fig. 4.13). A lot of Atlantic trough life

cycles are clustered at around two to four days after the SCC onset which all decay within about

±4 days around the SCC decay. It is also notable that overall there are in general a lot of cyclonic

regime life cycles, besides the Atlantic trough, compared to the blocking ones. These are, however,

more spread out compared to the Atlantic trough regime life cycles. Atlantic ridge, Scandinavian

blocking and European blocking life cycles are mainly gathered within the third quadrant far from

the center and therefore are likely to be in their decaying stage when SCC occurs.

Lastly, in case of SCC at 65°N, there are many life Zonal regime and Scandinavian trough life

cycles as well as some Atlantic trough life cycles close to center. Especially, the Zonal regime

life cycles tend to decay up to four days prior to the end of the SCC period. Noticeable is also

that there are many Scandinavian trough life cycles that have their onsets up to four days after the

beginning of a SCC period, but outlast the SCC period by up to 20 days. Blocking regime life

cycles can mostly be found in the third quadrant, especially prominent are the European blocking

and Atlantic ridge. They usually decay eight to 20 days prior to the SCC decay and begin 16 to

four days prior to the SCC onset. Similar to SCC at 55°N, this means that these life cycles are in

their decay stage when SCC occurs.

All in all, not only dominant weather regime transitions, but also the weather regime life cycles

themselves are closely connected to the SCC period. The favoured weather regime types for each

latitude are those which begin and decay roughly around the same time ±4 days as the SCC

period. While in case of SCC at 45°N a similar amount of Greenland blocking life cycles can
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Figure 4.12: Scatter plot showing the relative position in time of SCC periods at 45°N to weather regime life
cycles. tOnset(SCC) and tDecay(SCC) are the onset/decay dates of the SCC period and tOnset(WR)
and tDecay(WR) are the onset/decay dates of the WR-LC. The x-coordinate denotes the time
difference between weather regime life cycle onsets and SCC onsets and the y-coordinate the
time difference between the life cycle decay and SCC decay. Different coloured and shaped
symbols represent individual weather regime life cycles sharing at least one time step with a
SCC period.
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Figure 4.13: Scatter plot showing the relative position in time of SCC periods at 55°N to weather regime life
cycles. tOnset(SCC) and tDecay(SCC) are the onset/decay dates of the SCC period and tOnset(WR)
and tDecay(WR) are the onset/decay dates of the WR-LC. The x-coordinate denotes the time
difference between weather regime life cycle onsets and SCC onsets and the y-coordinate the
time difference between the life cycle decay and SCC decay. Different coloured and shaped
symbols represent individual weather regime life cycles sharing at least one time step with a
SCC period.
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Figure 4.14: Scatter plot showing the relative position in time of SCC periods at 65°N to weather regime life
cycles. tOnset(SCC) and tDecay(SCC) are the onset/decay dates of the SCC period and tOnset(WR)
and tDecay(WR) are the onset/decay dates of the WR-LC. The x-coordinate denotes the time
difference between weather regime life cycle onsets and SCC onsets and the y-coordinate the
time difference between the life cycle decay and SCC decay. Different coloured and shaped
symbols represent individual weather regime life cycles sharing at least one time step with a
SCC period.
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be found in each of the four quadrants, Atlantic trough life cycles for SCC at 55°N and Zonal

regime life cycles for SCC at 65°N show a different behaviour. A lot of Atlantic trough life cycles

begin shortly after the SCC onset and have to become dominant quickly due to the large amount

of dominant transitions towards the Atlantic trough (cf. Fig. 4.9). For SCC at 65°N, the Zonal

regimes tend ends prior to the SCC period while the Scandinavian trough tend outlast the SCC

period. Atlantic ridge, European blocking and Scandinavian blocking life cycles that reach into a

SCC period at 55°N or 65°N are usually in their decaying stage since they begin earlier but also

decay about eight to 16 days before the SCC decay which is about the length of most SCC periods

(cf. Fig. A.5 in the appendix).

4.2 Link to the stratosphere

The stratospheric polar vortex (SPV) is on average the strongest during winter, however its vari-

ability is also largest during this time. Anomalous states, such as an exceptionally strong or an

exceptionally weak SPV, can influence the jet position, surface weather or occurrence frequency

of different weather regimes due to stratosphere-troposphere coupling (Beerli and Grams, 2019;

Domeisen et al., 2020). This leads to the question if and how stratospheric extremes affect serial

cyclone clustering and if connections to weather regimes exist. Taking this question into account,

the following sections provide a more detailed analysis of a possible link between serial cyclone

clustering and the strength of the stratospheric polar vortex.

4.2.1 Strength of the stratospheric polar vortex and its influence on serial
cyclone clustering

To analyse how the strength of the stratospheric polar vortex might influence the occurrence of

serial cyclone clustering, a 56 day time-lead-lag analysis of the SPV strength is done for SCC

onsets. As a proxy for the strength of the stratospheric polar vortex, the zonally averaged zonal

wind at 10 hPa and 60°N is used. Since the SPV is significantly weaker in Autumn and Spring and

the lead-lag period comprises two months, which might reach into the middle of Spring/Autumn,

zonal wind anomalies u10ano are calculated to remove possible distortions. The results for the lead-

lag analysis is shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.16. The figures show violins which are depictions of the

frequency distributions of u10ano estimated with a kernel density estimation. Blue violins represent

the distributions based on the u10ano values at SCC onsets and their respective leads/lags. Orange

violins, however, represent climatological values based on bootstrapping with 1000 iterations. The

thick dashed line within the violin depicts the median, while the thin dashed lines represent the

75th and 25th percentile.

For leads -56 to -28, the climatological values and the ones based on the SCC onset are quite

similar for each latitude (cf. Fig. 4.15). They all share approximately a normal distribution with a

median of 0 ms−1. Slight differences like the small local maxima at e.g. -35 or -28 days at 65°N

are most likely due to the small sample size and the increased influence of outliers. However 0

to 14 days prior to the SCC onsets at 45°N, a strong systematic bi-modality is noticeable. At -14

days, the one maximum at about 0 ms−1 which was prominent for the bigger leads splits into two

maxima, a smaller one at about −30 ms−1 to −20 ms−1 and a larger one at 10 ms−1 to 20 ms−1.

However, the median and 25th percentile are still similar to the random climatology, since the
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Figure 4.15: Lead-lag analysis of zonally averaged zonal wind anomalies at 10 hPa and 60°N at SCC on-
sets for -56 to 0 days. Violins for each lead-lag timestep show the frequency distributions of
zonal wind anomalies approximated via kernel density estimation, based on the SCC-periods
(blue violins) and a random winter climatology calculated via the bootstrap method with 1000
iterations (orange violins).

maximum is at about 5 ms−1, so in between the two maxima in case of SCC at 45°N. At lag -7 the

bi-modality is more striking, since both maxima are similar in size, yet the gap between them also

closed. The lower local maximum is at about −20 ms−1 to −15 ms−1 and the upper one at about

5 ms−1 to 10 ms−1. Finally, at lag 0, the bi-modal behaviour is still present but also fading, since

the local minimum is rather weak. The larger maximum is already similar to the climatological

one at about 0 ms−1 to 5 ms−1.

In case of SCC at 55°N there is only a slight bi-modality at the SCC onset. Up to seven days prior

to the SCC onset, the u10ano distribution matches well with the climatology, however at -7 days

the distribution lost some of its smoothness.

Lastly, SCC at 65°N does not seem to affect or be affected by the strength of the stratospheric polar

vortex prior to the SCC onset, since the general distribution roughly resembles the climatology.

While Figure 4.15 shows the strength of the SPV before the SCC onsets, Figure 4.16 depicts how

the SPV develops after the SCC onsets. The most prominent feature in the period before is the bi-

modality in case of SCC at 45°N. The subsiding tendency shown in lag 0 compared to -7 and -14 is

further continuing in the later lags. Until 14 days after the SCC onset, the bi-modality seen before

vanished completely, yet the distribution shifted slightly to higher u10ano values compared to the

climatology. While the median and 25th and 75th percentile are still similar up to 14 days after

the SCC onset. For a prolonged period, from lag 21 to 42, the 25th percentile is about −5 ms−1 to

0 ms−1, which is higher than the respective climatology at about −15 ms−1.
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Figure 4.16: Lead-lag analysis of zonally averaged zonal wind anomalies at 10 hPa and 60°N at SCC onsets
for 0 to +56 days. Violins for each lead-lag timestep show the frequency distributions of
zonal wind anomalies approximated via kernel density estimation, based on the SCC-periods
(blue violins) and a random winter climatology calculated via the bootstrap method with 1000
iterations (orange violins).

For SCC at 55°N the u10 anomalies are generally in a good agreement with their respective cli-

matology. The slight bi-modality at lag 0 is quickly subsiding and already indistinct at lag seven.

Also noticeable is that at lag 42 and 49 the distribution is slightly shifted towards positive values.

The median and 25th percentile is about 5 ms−1 above their climatological counter parts.

In case of SCC at 65°N, the results are in very good agreement with the respective climatological

values nearly throughout the whole 56 day period. Only at lag 56 there is a slight shift of the

median to about −5 ms−1.

All in all, the strongest link between SCC and the strength of the stratospheric polar vortex can be

seen in case of SCC at 45°N. There is a distinct bi-modality in the period between -14 to zero days

prior to the SCC onset. Some SCC periods at 45°N follow a period of weaker states of the SPV

while some follow climatological conditions. Therefore knowledge of the SPV strength could

possibly improve the predictability of SCC in the 14 days afterwards. In the days after the SCC

onsets, the strongest response is also noticeable in case of SCC at 45°N. For a prolonged time

period from lag 21 on, the SPV is in a slightly stronger state, which might be the recovery of the

SPV after the SCC period ends.
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Figure 4.17: Lead-lag analysis of zonal mean zonal wind anomalies at 10 hPa and 60°N for Greenland
blocking onsets in winter from 1979 to 2015 for -56 to 0 days.

4.2.2 Strength of the stratospheric polar vortex and its connection to the
weather regimes

As the previous results have shown, the occurrence of SCC at 45°N is partly connected to weaker

states of the stratospheric polar vortex around the SCC onset. However, also the occurrence of

certain weather regimes is influenced by sudden stratospheric warmings (Domeisen et al., 2020).

Therefore, before analysing the connection between SSW, SCC and weather regimes, the strength

of the stratospheric polar vortex during the three most important weather regimes for SCC at each

latitude are examined, encompassing Greenland blocking for 45°N, Atlantic trough for 55°N and

Zonal regime for 65°N. Since Greenland blocking and Zonal regime show the strongest signal, the

order is changed in the following analysis to GB, ZO and AT.

Since the previous results are all in respect to the onset date of the SCC, we also use only life

cycle onsets for the lead-lag analysis between the strength of the SPV and the weather regimes for

better comparability. To remove distortions due to the strong seasonality of the stratospheric polar

vortex, zonal wind anomalies are observed. Figures 4.17 to 4.21 show the results of the lead-lag

analysis of the three different regime types for a -56 to 56 day period around the life cycle onsets.

In the -56 to 0 days period of all three weather regime life cycles (Fig. 4.17 to 4.19) the variability

increases the closer to the regime onsets. While the violins at lag -56 are still rather short but

curvy, at e.g. lag -28 they are more shallow and longer. The same behaviour can be seen for all

other weather regime types (not shown), therefore we can preclude regime specific characteristics.

Since the lag period is up to two months, zonal wind values are from October and November if

the regime life cycle onsets are in December or January. In October or November, however, the

variability in the strength of the stratospheric polar vortex is comparatively small to the winter

months (Shi et al., 2020), which is reflected in the short and curvy violins throughout the -56 to 0

days lead-lag analysis of all regime types.

The lead-lag analysis of the Greenland blocking onsets from the -56 to 0 days period (Fig. 4.17)

shows a declining tendency of u10ano from lag -35 to lag -14. Before, the median of zonal wind

anomalies is still around 0 ms−1, however at lag -35 the median gets slightly negative with about

−3 ms−1. This increasing negative anomaly of the median peaks at lag -14 with about −10 ms−1.
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Figure 4.18: Lead-lag analysis of zonal mean zonal wind anomalies at 10 hPa and 60°N for Zonal regime
onsets in winter from 1979 to 2015 for -56 to 0 days.
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Figure 4.19: Lead-lag analysis of zonal mean zonal wind anomalies at 10 hPa and 60°N for Atlantic trough
onsets in winter from 1979 to 2015 for -56 to 0 days.

Afterwards, the median increases again and therefore the SPV recovers in at least 50% of the

cases. However, at the Greenland blocking onsets, the violin shows a shallow bi-modality with

maxima at around u10ano = 0ms−1 and −25 ms−1.

In case of Zonal regime onsets for the period -56 to 0 days (Fig. 4.18), on average, there is also

a slight weakening of the SPV of about −3 ms−1 at lag -35 and -28. However this changes to

a general strengthening of the SPV for the period from -21 days to the onsets themselves, with a

maximum increase of about 5 ms−1 at lag -14. Compared to the lead-lag analysis of the Greenland

blocking, the variability of the SPV is smaller, the violins, especially the ones close to the regime

life cycle onsets, are shorter and curvier, so in better agreement with each other.

Lastly, in Figure 4.19, the results for the Atlantic trough analysis are shown. The medians of the

zonal wind anomalies stay close to 0 ms−1 for most of the 60 day period. However, the variability

increases greatly, similar to the results for the Greenland blocking analysis, but contrary to the

Zonal regime analysis. Besides the strong increase in variability from lag -21 to the regime onsets,

the only other striking result is the bi-modality at lag -7 with maxima at −20 ms−1 and 10 ms−1.
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Figure 4.20: Lead-lag analysis of zonal mean zonal wind anomalies at 10 hPa and 60°N for Greenland
blocking onsets in winter from 1979 to 2015 for 0 to +56 days.

However, at the regime onset, the bi-modality has already declined for the most part and the result

is a very shallow unimodal distribution.

Before the detailed discussion of the period from 0 to 56 days, it is important to note that the

violin size is automatically adjusted depending on the properties of the remaining distributions

within each figure. This means that if there are large differences in variability (cf. lag -56 and lag

0 in Fig. 4.17 to 4.19), the size gets adjusted so that the violin with larger variability is thinner.

However, if the violins have similar variability, each violin has a similar comparably large size for

better visibility of differences in shape. This is the case for Figures 4.20 to 4.22 and the reason

for the visible size difference at regime onsets (e.g. cf. lag 0 of Fig. 4.17 and 4.20) even though

the data basis is the same. Therefore, the general SPV variability at regime onsets in the winter

months are similar to those in March/April and much larger than in October/November.

For Greenland blocking onsets (Fig. 4.20), there is a large drop in SPV strength at lag 7. The

median is at about u10ano = −10ms−1. The bi-modality, seen at the regime onset, also becomes

more apparent. The maxima are slightly higher with about −20 ms−1 and 10 ms−1. At lag 14

the median is around 0 ms−1, therefore the SPV recovered on average to climatological strength.

Also, the bi-modality mostly vanished. From lag 28 to 48, the median is slightly positive with

about 3 ms−1. However, at lag 56 there is a sudden increase up to about 10 ms−1.

In contrast to the weakening of the stratospheric polar vortex from -21 to 7 days around Greenland

blocking onsets, Zonal regime onsets seem to be connected with a strengthened SPV (cf. Fig.

4.21). The positive tendency from lag -21 extends further until about lag 42. Before and at

the Zonal regime onsets, the positive anomaly of the median is still rather small with 3 ms−1

to 5 ms−1. However, 14 to 28 days after the regime onset, the median is about 10 ms−1 above

climatological conditions. At lag 49, the period of generally enhanced SPV strength ends with

the median returning to about 0 ms−1, lastly 56 days after the regime onset the SPV is slightly

weakened with a median of about −3 ms−1.

Lastly, the analysis of the Atlantic trough onsets for the period from 0 to 60 days, that the median

only slightly differentiates from climatological conditions throughout most of the period. Com-

pared to the Greenland blocking or the Zonal regime, no periods of prolonged positive or negative
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Figure 4.21: Lead-lag analysis of zonal mean zonal wind anomalies at 10 hPa and 60°N for Zonal regime
onsets in winter from 1979 to 2015 for 0 to +56 days.
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Figure 4.22: Lead-lag analysis of zonal mean zonal wind anomalies at 10 hPa and 60°N for Atlantic trough
onsets in winter from 1979 to 2015 for 0 to +56 days.

median values can be identified, with the exception of the short period from lag 35 to 49 when

the median shows consistently positive anomalies up to 5 ms−1. Noticeable, however, is that the

median is alternating between slightly negative and slightly positive values at e.g. lag 7, 14 and

21.

In summary, the three weather regime types that are most import for SCC at 45°N/55°N/65°N

respectively, show differences in their relationship with the strength of the stratospheric polar

vortex. Greenland blocking regimes follow a period when the SPV is weakened with a time lag

of about 7 to 21 days. Zonal regimes, however, show only a weak link with the SPV before

their onsets, but tend to result in a prolonged period of a strong SPV 7 to 28 days afterwards.

Lastly, Atlantic trough regime onsets are mostly indifferent to the strength of the stratospheric

polar vortex. On average the SPV only slightly differentiates from climatological conditions. In

general, Greenland blocking onsets seem to be connected with a weaker SPV, Zonal regime onsets

with a stronger SPV and Atlantic trough onsets with normal SPV conditions (cf. Fig. A.6).
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A comparison with the results of the SCC analysis (Fig. 4.15, 4.16), shows intersections especially

between the lead-lag relationship of the Greenland blocking and the lead-lag relationship of SCC

at 45°N. While 7 to 21 days prior to the Greenland blocking onset, the SPV is considerably weaker,

SCC at 45°N shows a bi-modal connection. This hints at a possible connection between SCC at

45°N, Greenland blocking and weakened SPV. Comparing the results from SCC onsets at 65°N

and Zonal regime onsets, the intersection is rather small, since at lags -14, 21 and 28, the SPV

is also slightly strengthened but on a smaller scale. Lastly, comparing the wind anomalies for

SCC onsets at 55°N and those for the Atlantic trough onset, shows both slight similarities and

differences. In the period from -56 to -14 the median is in both cases close to 0 ms−1 and during

the period from 35 to 49 both cases show on average slight positive anomalies. However, the clear

bi-modality at lag 0 for SCC at 55°N is not well represented in the results for the Atlantic trough

analysis.

4.2.3 Connection between SCC, weather regimes and weak/strong states
of the stratospheric polar vortex

The previous results have shown that there are some connections between the occurrence of SCC at

different latitudes and the strength of the stratospheric polar vortex. In addition, different weather

regimes also show differences in the SPV strength which partly overlap with the results of the SCC

analysis. Especially prominent in the SCC analysis is the period from -14 to 7 days which shows

a bi-modal distribution in case of SCC at 45°N, where many SCC cases are connected to normal

or slightly stronger SPV conditions, while there are also cases which are linked to weaker SPV

conditions. Interestingly, Greenland blocking, which is found to be dominant the most after the

SCC onset at 45°N, shows a weakened SPV prior to its onset too. Therefore the question arises if

the cases are linked with each other.

To answer this questions, we once again conduct a lagged frequency analysis of the dominant

weather regime type at SCC onsets, similar to those in section 4.1.3. To also incorporate the de-

pendency on the SPV strength, the SCC onsets are clustered into cases with similar SPV strength.

Since the bi-modality in the SPV strength can be seen in the period from -14 to 7 days, the cluster-

ing algorithm uses a -20 to 10 day period around the SCC onsets to categorize the different SCC

onsets based on similar u10 values.

The results of the analysis for SCC at 45°N can be seen in Figure 4.23. Part (a) shows the wind

speed for the period from -60 to 60 days around each SCC onset. Blue coloured lines are members

of cluster 1, which includes SCC onsets with a normal or strengthened SPV in the period -20 to 10

days around the SCC onset. Contrary, red colours denote the attribution to cluster 2 and therefore

consists of SCC onsets with a comparably weaker SPV. The thick solid lines represent the cluster

means and the thick dashed lines the cluster medians. As by definition of the clustering method,

the distance between the cluster 1 and cluster 2 mean is largest for the period from -20 to 10 days.

However, before and after this period, the lines intertwine with each other. Noticeable is also, that

the cluster 2 mean is decreasing until lag 0, with a minimum of about 5 ms−1. Part (b) shows

the lagged frequency anomalies of the dominant weather regime types at SCC onset depending on

the cluster. The calculations follow the same method as the lagged frequency analysis in chapter

4.1.3 (cf. Fig. 4.5 to 4.7), but only the last panel (anomalies) is shown. The results greatly differ
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Figure 4.23: Clustered lagged frequency analysis of SCC at 45°N. Part (a) represents the SPV strength in
terms of u10 values for the -60 to 60 day period around each SCC onset and which onsets
are attributed to each cluster. Part (b) shows the lagged frequency anomalies of each cluster
as well as its statistical significance (thick lines) based on bootstrapping with 1000 iterations.
Cluster 1 consists of SCC onsets connected to a weak SPV in the period -20 to 10 days around
the SCC onset, while cluster 2 encompasses those with normal or strong SPV conditions.
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between cluster 1 (top left) and cluster 2 (top right). In case of cluster 1, embodying SCC onsets

with normal/strong SPV conditions, Atlantic trough shows the largest significant anomaly in a 20

period after the SCC onsets with a maximum of about 15% at day 5. From 30 to 45 days there is

also a significant increase in the Zonal regime with a maximum of about 30% 38 days after the

SCC onsets. Greenland blocking, however, shows only a small increase without being statistically

significant, even though it has been found to be the one, being dominant most frequently after SCC

onsets at 45°N (cf. Fig. 4.5). In contrast, Greenland blocking frequency is significantly increased

in the period from 0 to 35 days with two local maxima at about 10 and 27 and a local minima at 18

days. Anomalies reach up to 40% at the first local maxima, 15% at the local minima and 30% at

the second local maxima. Even though overshadowed by the large increase in Greenland blocking

in the period from the onset to 20 days afterwards, noticeable is also the slight significant increase

in the Atlantic trough regime, which reaches about 10%. However, Atlantic trough is dominant

even more frequently in the period from -15 days to the SCC onset with up to 20% at -10 days. In

actuality, the frequency anomaly is declining towards a local minimum at the SCC onset. While

the period of enhanced Greenland blocking activity is declining, there is a large increase in cases

where no regime is being dominant. This increase becomes significant at about 37 days after the

SCC onset and reaches a maximum of 25% at 42 before declining rapidly. Therefore, it is likely

that this increase comes from decaying Greenland blocking regimes without transitioning into

another regime type.

Comparing the results of both clusters, SCC at 45°N is connected to the SPV, so that it occurs

often together with Greenland blocking in cases where the SPV is weakened. However, a weak

SPV is by no means a mandatory condition. As denoted cluster 1 consist of 23 members while

cluster 2 only amounts for 13 members. So there are still more cases of SCC at 45°N that do not

have a connection to a weakened SPV, but those are also not connected to a longer lasting period of

Greenland blocking but rather occur preferably in conjunction with a short Atlantic trough period.

Interesting is also that even though the clustering is done for the period from -20 to 10 days, it

still influences which transitions occur at around 30 to 35 days after the SCC onset. Cases with a

weak SPV tend to have no transitions and end in a period where no regime is dominant, but if the

SPV is slightly strengthened or in normal conditions, transitions towards the Zonal regime seem

occur more frequently. This results still needs to be treated with caution since on average cluster

1 includes SCC cases with a slightly stronger SPV even 20 days after SCC onset.

For comparison, the same analysis is also carried out for SCC at 55°N and 65°N. For 55°N there

is also a slight bi-modality visible from -7 to 7 days, yet not as strong as for SCC at 45°N (cf. Fig.

4.15, 4.16), while SCC at 65°N has not shown a similar behaviour in this time period.

As for SCC at 45°N, the clustering algorithm divides the SCC onsets at 55°N into two clusters,

the first with on average stronger or normal SPV conditions and the second with a slightly weaker

SPV. Immediately noticeable is that the mean of cluster 2 is generally larger than in case of SCC

at 45°N (Fig. 4.23, 4.24). During the -20 to 10 day period it is at about 20 ms−1 while for SCC at

45°N, the cluster 2 mean is at about 5 ms−1 to 10 ms−1. Similarly the mean of cluster 1 in case of

SCC at 55°N is also slightly above the one for SCC at 45°N.

The influence on the lagged frequency analysis is however small. In both cases Atlantic trough

is significantly enhanced with maxima of about 42% at around 7 days after the onset, while most

other regimes show negative anomalies. The major difference is visible in the period from 10 to 20
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Figure 4.24: Clustered lagged frequency analysis of SCC at 55°N. Part (a) represents the SPV strength in
terms of u10 values for the -60 to 60 day period around each SCC onset and which onsets
are attributed to each cluster. Part (b) shows the lagged frequency anomalies of each cluster
as well as its statistical significance (thick lines) based on bootstrapping with 1000 iterations.
Cluster 1 consists of SCC onsets connected to a weak SPV in the period -20 to 10 days around
the SCC onset, while cluster 2 encompasses those with normal or strong SPV conditions.
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4.2 Link to the stratosphere
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Figure 4.25: Clustered lagged frequency analysis of SCC at 65°N. Part (a) represents the SPV strength in
terms of u10 values for the -60 to 60 day period around each SCC onset and which onsets
are attributed to each cluster. Part (b) shows the lagged frequency anomalies of each cluster
as well as its statistical significance (thick lines) based on bootstrapping with 1000 iterations.
Cluster 2 consists of SCC onsets connected to a weak SPV in the period -20 to 10 days around
the SCC onset, while cluster 1 encompasses those with normal or strong SPV conditions.

days when the frequency of Atlantic trough is declining and transitions into other regimes occur.

For cluster 1, therefore cases with a stronger SPV, the Zonal regime is significantly enhanced in

this period with anomalies up to 10%. Cases with a slightly weakened SPV, however show an

increase of the no regime type. Similar to the behaviour for SCC at 45°N in the 35 to 45 days

period, a stronger SPV favours transitions towards the Zonal regime, while a slightly weaker SPV

is linked to decays without new regimes becoming dominant. Also noteworthy in case of cluster 1,

is that even though frequency of Atlantic trough is declining, it still maintains a significant positive

anomaly of about 10% until 30 days after the SCC onset.
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4 Results

Lastly, the results of the analysis for SCC at 65°N are shown in Figure 4.25. It is important to note

that contrary to the analysis for SCC at 45°N and 55°N, cluster 1 encompasses SCC onsets with

a weakened instead of a strengthened SPV state. Likewise cluster 2 covers all cases with a strong

SPV. Similar to the analysis for SCC at 55°N both cluster means show higher values with about

20 ms−1 and 40 ms−1 respectively, as for SCC at 45°N. The larger number of members in cluster

2 suggests that during SCC at 65°N, the SPV is more often in a stronger than weaker state.

The lagged frequency analysis shows a different picture than in case of SCC at 45°N and 55°N, but

at the same time a similar behaviour. For both cluster, Zonal regime and Scandinavian trough are

the two regimes that show the largest positive frequency anomaly in the 20 days period after the

SCC onset. However, in case of cluster 1 with a weakened SPV, the anomaly is rather small with

up to 10% and only last for up to 10 days after the SCC onset. The period from 10 to 20 days shows

a significant increase, also up to 10%, of no regime being dominant. In contrast, SCC at 65°N that

is accompanied by a stronger SPV, represented by cluster 2, shows a much stronger increase in the

Zonal regime. The period of significantly increased Zonal regime activity is extended to the whole

20 days after the SCC onset and the maximum at about 8 days after the onset, rises up to 25%.

Therefore, similar to the previous results, with a strong SPV, the Zonal regime becomes dominant

more often, while in case of a slightly weaker SPV, periods where no regime is dominant are more

likely.

All in all, the analysis between SCC and the occurrence of different weather regimes with consid-

eration for the state of the SPV, yield interesting results, yet logical results. SCC at 45°N occurring

in conjunction with a weak SPV or SSW is very likely to be connected with a prolonged period of

Greenland blocking. This is sensible considering that Greenland blocking is more frequent after

sudden stratospheric warmings (Domeisen et al., 2020) and that the SPV is on average slightly

weaker at Greenland blocking onsets (Fig. A.6). Furthermore, in cases of SCC at 45°N, the

strength of the SPV seems to be also important for the time period 35 to 45 days after the SCC

onset. A strong SPV shows an increased likelihood of the Zonal regime being dominant through-

out this time period. This is also quite sensible because the SPV is on average slightly higher

at Zonal regime onsets (Fig. A.6). In cases with a weak SPV, the Zonal regime is suppressed

during this time period, thus leading to a period when no regime is dominant. The interchanging

behaviour between an enhanced Zonal regime or no regime activity depending on whether the

SPV is strong or weak can also be observed for SCC at 55°N and 65°N. For SCC at 55°N the

influence by the SPV is rather small, since the Atlantic trough regime is by far most frequently

dominant independent of the SPV strength. However, the transition type after the Atlantic trough

regime decays seems to be influenced. A strong SPV leads to an increased amount of transitions

towards the Zonal regimes, while cases with a weak SPV end up with no regime being dominant.

Lastly, for SCC at 65°N, the Zonal regime and Scandinavian trough show the largest increase in

frequency out of all regime types regardless of the SPV strength. Nevertheless, strong SPV con-

ditions favour the Zonal regime and thereby lead to a more distinct and prolonged increase in the

Zonal regime frequency, while a weakened SPV results in more shorter periods of enhanced Zonal

regime activity which are superseded by a period when no regime being dominant is more likely.
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5 Summary and outlook

Strong extra-tropical cyclones in the North-Atlantic European region during winter are a major

cause for economic losses in Europe. However, over small time periods the largest cumulative

losses occur when multiple cyclones cross the same area in quick succession - a so-called serial

cyclone clustering. On time scales from a few days to several weeks, different patterns in the large-

scale circulation, known as weather regimes, strongly influence the prevailing weather conditions

and the cyclonic behaviour which leads to the question if they have also an impact on SCC.

Therefore, this study aims to find possible links between the occurrence of serial cyclone clustering

and weather regimes, especially under the premise of SCC at three different locations, 45°N 5°W,

55°N 5°W and 65°N 5°W. A key objective was to find the manner that links SCC and weather

regimes. Based on this idea, a few case studies are conducted which, combined with further

results of the analysis, lead to a set of major questions (see 1) which we briefly answer in the

following.

1. Do specific weather regimes modulate the cyclone occurrence in the North-Atlantic
European region in a similar matter as serial cyclone clustering?

Three of the seven regime types show similar regions of increased or decreased cyclonic

behaviour as for SCC at the three different latitudes. Greenland blocking generally captures

the cyclone occurrence during SCC at 45°N quite well, however it does not fully capture

the enhanced cyclonic activity over the Mediterranean. The cyclone frequency during the

Atlantic trough regime is very similar to SCC at 55°N . Lastly, Zonal regime is in good

agreement with the result from SCC at 65°N.

2. What are the predominant weather regimes during serial cyclone clustering and is
there a lead-lag interaction between the occurrence?

In accordance to the modulation in cyclone occurrence, the same three weather regimes

seem to be predominant during serial cyclone clustering at the three latitudes. Greenland

blocking for 45°N, Atlantic trough for 55°N and Zonal regime for 65°N. SCC generally

precedes the time when the weather regime becomes dominant by up to six days and lasts

for a similar time as the associated weather regime life cycle. After the SCC onset, weather

regime frequency is significantly modulated for a period of about 15 days to 20 days, how-

ever in case of Greenland blocking after SCC onsets at 45°N, the frequency is significantly

modulated by up to 30 days.

3. When does serial cyclone clustering occur in respect to the stage of a regime life cycle
and do regime transitions play a vital role for the occurrence of serial cyclone cluster-
ing?
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5 Summary and outlook

SCC mainly occurs in the early stage of the weather regime life cycles or slightly before

depending on the latitude for SCC. Dominant regime transitions are very important and

mostly occur in the early stage of a SCC period between zero and four days after the SCC

onset.

4. In what manner does the stratospheric polar vortex influence serial cyclone clustering
and what is the role of the weather regimes?

Weak stratospheric polar vortex events seem to especially affect the occurrence of SCC

at 45°N with a time lead of -14 to -7 days before the SCC onset. In a similar manner,

Greenland blocking shows also a connection to weak SPV events and is especially likely to

be dominant during SCC which is preceded by a weak SPV.

The brief answers mainly consists of the key results of this study, however they are also simplified.

In the following, the results are again summarized more extensively.

Depending on the latitude at which SCC occurs, results differ greatly. For SCC at 45°N the cyclone

tracks are shifted southwards and the cyclone activity near Greenland is suppressed. In contrast,

SCC at 55°N modulates the cyclone tracks by condensing cyclones in the North-Atlantic Ocean

near the Norwegian Sea between Great Britain and Iceland. Lastly, for SCC at 65°N cyclones

condense mainly in the Norwegian sea east of Iceland. Similar patterns are also shown by some

of the weather regimes. Cyclone occurrence during Greenland blocking resembles SCC at 45°N,

while Atlantic trough is similar to SCC at 55°N. Lastly the cyclone occurrence during Zonal

regime and to an extent also during the Scandinavian trough corresponds to SCC at 65°N.

The results of the climatological study are in agreement with the modulation of the cyclone oc-

currence, the weather regimes with enhanced activity match those of similar cyclone occurrence.

During SCC at 45°N, Greenland blocking is enhanced for a long period up to 30 days after the

SCC onset. Less, but still significant is also a shorter period up to 15 days in which Atlantic trough

is more likely to be dominant. In case of SCC at 55°N, Atlantic trough is by far most often the

dominant regime type for a period to 20 days. At maximum more than 50% of SCC at 55°N are

linked with an Atlantic trough regime being dominant. Especially the Zonal regime, but also the

Scandinavian trough are more likely to be dominant during SCC at 65°N in the 15 day period

after SCC occurs. For all three latitudes there is also a short ramp up period of about 5 days after

the SCC onset until the frequency reaches its peak which emphasizes the importance of regime

transitions.

The total amount of dominant regime transitions does however not increase, instead transitions to

a similar regime type take place at similar time lags after the SCC onset. Those transitions mainly

occur in the early stage of a SCC period within 6 days of the SCC onset or in fewer cases slightly

precede the SCC period. For SCC at 45°N, transitions occur mostly to the Greenland blocking or

Atlantic trough regime. The Atlantic trough regime also counts by far the most transitions in case

of SCC at 55°N which occur nearly exclusively after the SCC onset. Lastly transitions towards

the Zonal regime and Scandinavian trough are frequent for SCC at 65°N. We also found that the

Greenland blocking, Atlantic trough, Zonal regime and Scandinavian trough life cycles begin and

decay closely to the SCC period respective to each latitude. This is especially true for the Atlantic

trough life cycles in case of SCC at 55°N. They also follow the same pattern as the dominant
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transitions, they also mostly emerge shortly after the SCC onsets. In contrast, the Zonal regime

life cycles for SCC at 65°N begin similarly often before and after the SCC onset. However they

tend to decay already before the SCC period ends. The results for Greenland blocking in case of

SCC at 45°N are not as distinct besides the general tendency to occur alongside the SCC periods.

The study also showed that the stratospheric polar vortex seems to influence SCC the alongside

occurring weather regimes. While the SPV is not required to be either weak or strong for SCC

to occur, the weather regime types that are dominant after the SCC onset are connected to the

SPV strength. Especially for SCC at 45°N, periods of prolonged enhanced Greenland blocking

activity are mostly coupled with a weak SPV or even SSWs. Contrary, in cases with a normal or

slightly stronger SPV, Greenland blocking activity is hardly enhanced at all, instead the Atlantic

trough shows a slight increase in frequency. This completely different behaviour found for SCC

at 45°N is not replicated in case of SCC at 55°N or 65°N. Nonetheless, the strength of the SPV

still influences the weather regime activity by modulating the transition after the for each latitude

favoured regime type decays. In cases where the SCC period is coupled with a weak SPV, the

weather regime decays more often without a new regime becoming dominant ending up in a period

where no regime is dominant. However, if the SCC period is coupled with a slightly stronger SPV,

transitions towards the Zonal regime are more likely.

While we found multiple links between SCC and weather regimes as well as an influence by the

SPV, further research is still required. This study is focussed on a statistical approach to find

connections between SCC and weather regimes, however, neglecting a verification of the physical

reasoning behind the results. Furthermore, even though the analysis were mostly conducted in

respect to the SCC period/onset, cause and effect cannot be fully differentiated. Therefore it is

not clear if for example transitions to certain weather regimes trigger SCC or if SCC forces a

transitions to a certain regime type. The lead-lag relationship already gives an idea, assuming

preceding events are the cause while the effect is the one following the event. This however still

needs to be verified and also suits a more physically oriented analysis. Lastly, research can also

be conducted about how the results might be able to affect predictability on a sub-seasonal time

scale, since for example the weather regime types are influenced on a longer time scale.
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Figure A.1: Daily winter climatology of the zonally averaged zonal wind at 10 hPa and 60°N. The thick
black line represents the mean value, while the dark grey and light grey shading is indicative
for the 25th to 75th and 5th to 95th percentile range.
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Figure A.2: Probability density distribution for different number of transitions (red) together with their
respective climatological distributions (blue) to determine the statistical significance of the
anomalies in case of SCC at 45°N.
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Figure A.3: Probability density distribution for different number of transitions (red) together with their
respective climatological distributions (blue) to determine the statistical significance of the
anomalies in case of SCC at 55°N.
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Figure A.4: Probability density distribution for different number of transitions (red) together with their
respective climatological distributions (blue) to determine the statistical significance of the
anomalies in case of SCC at 65°N.
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Figure A.5: Length of all SCC periods classified by latitude (45°N/55°N/65°N). Violins represent the fre-
quency distribution depending on the period length. Black dots mark individual SCC periods.
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Figure A.6: Zonally averaged zonal wind values at 10 hPa and 60°N for different weather regime life cycle
onsets during the winters from 1979 to 2015.
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